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FEDGE—A General-Purpose Computer Program
for Finite Element Data Generation
User's Man-jal
I. Introduction
A general-purpose computer program—for the gencr-
ation of witural coordinate systems (Ref. 1) and the
preparation of input data for finite-element q :aiysis—is
described in two volumes.
Volume I contains preliminary definitions and step-hy-
step instructions for the use of the FEDGE program.
Although they have many basic, distinct definitions and
properties as far as input procedure is concerned, the
two- and three-dimensional problems are presented in it
unificc; form. This form of preseutation not only facili-
tated the composition of this report, Nut offers for the
users integrity of th.- definitions for two- and thrce-
dimensional problems. Although the general input pro-
cedure has Nccn presented by choosing two specific
examples from the practice, the users, (hiring their exam-
ination of tic examples, must try to recognize the poten-
tial extension and versatilit y that FEDGE offers for
geometrical co-tfigurations of any degree of complexity.
Volume I is it tool for the user whose concern is solely
the generation of data for his problem.
Volume If contains information concernin g :!x
hire of the program ; ::::L summarized flow charts) and
it c•orrn.,tc listin g; of the program.
Volumes I and II, together with Ref. 1, comprise a
complete set of information for those who wish to adopt
or modify the existing program or prepare their wwn
program for their specific field of application. The appli-
cation area ranges from the finite-element aindysis (if
structures to finite-differcnc •e solution of any physical
problem, or aan professional field wherein the descrip-
tion of a domain with a known houndary is required by
the use of it natural coordinate system concept. The need
for repeated use of such it description increases the cffi-
c • ienc • y of tic concept and of the program itself. The
physical program FEDGE can be obtained from
COSMIC,' it NASA agency for the distribution of the
computer programs.
'Gnnputer Software Management anal Information Center, C.onr-
puter Center, University of Georgia, Athens, Georgia 30601; tele-
phone ( 404 ) •152-32115.
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II. Definition of the I'Ablem
A. Topological Definitions and Classifications
The finite-cicnwnt me hod is one of the most versatile
tools for solving engineering analy sis problems, it ehm-
inato•s Ow dilfivoltics atisilig from the complex geometri-
cal dentitions of the ,oltition domain in one-, two-, or
three-dimensional sp: e, The onl y restriction to the
Lzeoin(tric • al form of t'w pbysic•al model to he treated by
the finite-cic•tnc•nt nx•'hod is that it most be represcntablc
by simple. open, bomided, smooth lines and surfaces (and
combinations of then nl. Topological],-, this class of figi res
is defined as dev( . lo )able in plane into squares or circles,
and ill space into ebb's or spheres by
continuous defortrations (Ref. 2) i-'orther lorc, a two-
or three-dimensional closed domain mil; c be either
c•oiwave or c •oiw x. The use of the FEDCE program
requires the dcfi )ikon of it nearly convex domain; that
is, a domain tha. resembles a ^on%" .x domain but might
have practical] , insignificant concave portions on its
boundary (Fig. 1). Am concave domain can he subdi-
vided into a lumber of roc ark convex domains, and
represented ar it collection of them.
With r sp, vt to its use in the finite-clement analysis
and the FEDGE program, it line, surface, or -,oili -can
Le c• lassifiec? as:
(1) Real e p ee it represents it physical material, such
as it nine t(lnu.swating a frame t4emc nt or se-rfince
representing it shell
(21 A boundary when it separates two regions, such
as the boundan of solution domain and the outer
space.
(3) Fictitious when it does not represent an ything, as
described in (1) and (2), imt is used to define the
comnectiNih between real or boundmy lines, sur-
faces, and volumes.
Ili this report, solid lines and solid, crosshatched surfaces
will he used consistently to illustrate real material; thin
lines and light, c•rosshatc•bed surfaces \% ill represent
boundary ; and dotted lines and light, simple, hatched
surfaces \% ill shot fictitious lines and surfaces.
B. Model Representation of a Physica, Problem
Figure 2 illustrates the axis yrnmctric•al representation
of a spherical, solid-propellant rocket motor. The cir-
cular line ABCD represents the external spherical shell,
therefore, it is a real line, and is represented by a thick,
solid line. The grain) represented by the crosshatched
Fig. 1. Concave domain subdivided into three
nearly convex domain-t
region is hounded by the iines BE and EC and the shell
B('. This is it real surface, and lines BEC and BC are
houndary lines of the grain. The location of the ss-mm(try
axis and th- ovrrall coordinate s\stc•m, as well as the
equation of the lines, are sufficient for c•ompl(te descrip-
tion of the model.
A model representation of a cylindrical shell is illr's-
trated in Fig. 3. The shell is supported and open at both
ends D. and D:, and divided into hvo subdomains at
the middle by D . The overall coordinate system is
ai :;cn. and the i~eometn• of the model shell is
defined by the equation of Ow ( s iimu. r the shell
and the plane defining the support condition it) the over-
:,II coordinate system. The places D, D_ D, are fictitious;
the shell itself is it 	 surface; the volumes bounded by
1), 1). 1) and tit( .hell are fic•titions dor:utins.
The ohjective of the FEDCE program is to generate
the meshes that would represent the shelf AB('D and
the grain BE(: ill 2, and the n)(sh and the boundary
conditions for the cylindrical shell of Fig. 3, which could
he used for finite-element anal ysis of these or other
models. It should be noted thin, by suiti,')ly changing
intrinsic properties corresponding to the problem, one
caul obtain the input information for eitbcr .tress-analysis
or heat-transfer problems. it is assumed that the real
Imes and boundary lines are completely defined in tlu•
merall coordinate systcrn x,, x : , x .;. Furth' • rnurre the in-
terest of the analyst )night be focused oil 	 specific
point, which is c •allecl a point o/ interest. Such points of
interest are hypotbOic•ally chosen ill example consid-
crcd herein. Around this point, some degree of refinement
of the mesi► \% ill improve file convergence characteristics
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Fig. 2. Axisymmetrical model of spherical solid-propellant rocket motor
of the finite-clement method: therefore, the accuracy of
the results will also be improved.
Although the information as described above for Fig. 2
or 3 is completel y sufficient for the definition of the
problem, some additional work is required to translate
the topological characteristics of the model into a form
acceptable by FEDGE. Once the model representation
is set up, the preparation of the input for FEDGE fol-
lows the rules described below, separately, for two- and
three-dimensional examples. As a definite rule, the col-
lection of closed, hounded subdomains, interconnected
with each othe- in two- and three-dimensional space, is
the only possible form of model setup for input to
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Fig. 3. Three-dimensional cylindrica l open-end shell model representation
FEDGE. A real line in two-dimensional space, or real
surface in three-dimensional space, must be a portion of
it subdomain. (Besides those lines and surfaces, addi-
tional lines and surfaces might be used as additional
information.) Subdomains that constitute a suitable input
tool for scattered lines or surfaces are distinguished from
the real Subdomains by additional information. Further-
more, for each subdomain, the boundary must be divided
into regions. In this work, these regions are called faces
in analogy with the faces of regular geometrical figures,
such as squares and cubes, in two- and three-dimensional
space. Front the above consideration, it follows that any
model has its equivalent collection of squares and cubes
in two- and three-dimensional space.
Partition of the boundary into faces is, in general,
arbitrary and can be used judiciousl y to obtain versatile
mesh forms, whereas the regular analog, composed of a
collection of squares or cubes, might (in general) be
unique.
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(a) TOPOLOGICAL ANALOGY
® = FICTITIOUS DOMAIN
® =REAL DOMAIN
= REAL LINES
= BOUNDARY LINES
--- = FICTITIOUS LINES
n
C. Setup for FEDGE Input for Two-Dimensional Problems
Figures 4a and 41) illustrate the topological analog
model and the setup itself, respectively, for input prep-
aration of the txwo-dimensional model illustrated in
Fig. 2. A few additional explanations will clarify the
logic steps required between the model representation
and the setup for input. After careful investigation (if
both Figs. 4a and 4b, it can easily be concluded that.
far as the topological properties of the component
the two figures and labelling systems are concerned, eiey
are completely equivalent; and the following can easily
be observed:
(1) The real lines ABFCD.
(2) Boundar y lines BE and EC.
(3) Fictitious lines AG, GE, EH, and HD.
(4) Fictitious domains 11 an(] 111.
(5) The I and I coordinate lines (Ref. 1).
(6) Direction of positive normal to the lines, an(! .`ie
labels in both Figs. 4a and 41).
The lines 10 at point F and 1 at point D are introduced
to define the corner of the domain on a continuous line
in Fig. 46,
From this simple example, the degree of geometrical
complexity that can be reached and input into FEDGE
can be imagined easily by adding more and more real or
fictitious domains (squares in Fig. 4a or any geometrical
closed form as shown in Fig. 4b). The compatibility of
faces between the faces of squares must be observed
after the 1,1 coordinate system has been determined.
The origin (in this example, the point E) is the oniv point
whose coordinates must be known for input purposes if
all other lines, fictitious or real, are defined by their
equations. The additional arrows and signs of the line
labels are explained later, together with labelling rules
of the lines and surfaces, following the brief exposition of
the logic and structure of the automation of the problem.
D. Setup for FEDGE Input for Three-Dimensional
Problems
Figures 5a and 51) illustrate the topological analog
model and the setup, respectively, for input prepara-
tion of the three-dimensional cylindrical shell problem
(b) SETUP FOR INPUT PREPARATION
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Fig. 4. General schematic input model for two-dimensional problem with application
to example of Fig. 2: (a) topological analogy; (b) setup for input preparation
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Fig. 5. General schematic input model fcr three-dimensional shell problem with application
to example of Fig. 3: (a) topological analogy; (b) setup for input preparation
illustrated in Fig. 3. The topological analogy is
obvious, and one can easil y follow the numbers and the
letters on the cubes and cylindrical subdomains, on
the surfaces and lines, and oii the corners, which ex-
plicitly show the analogy. As in the case of the two-
dimensional model, cubes can be added in three directions
to obtain a topologically simple analogy between com-
plex geometrical configurations and collections of cubes.
Compatibilit between the faces must be observed after
the I,J,K coordinates have been chosen. The positive
direction of the surfaces can be selected arbitraril y by
the users. The origin and the equations of ail labelled
surfaces must be defined in the overall coordinate system
x,,x_,x, as shown in Fig. 5h,
III. Description of the Program
A. Method of Solution
The sol ,- t ion starts by integration along the lines in
two- and ti.ree-dimensional problems (see Ref. 1). The
6
origin (the point at which the integration starts) must he
defined as input. The length of each line face is measured,
and the natural coordinate system is determined along
each face. III grog-am, the number of divisions along
each line face is fixed equal to 16 (Fig. 6).
The natural coordinate s ystem or the surface faces are
generated by using the division established along the
line faces (see Ref. 1). The mesh on any surface face will
be 16 X 16 quadrilaterals, which constitutes a special
case of the natural-coordinate-system concept.
In three-dimensional problems, the generation of the
m e sh on the faces is done on a plane, which is obtained
by defining it plane normal to the component of the all-
normal vectors of the surface along its face. The mesh
obtained oil plane is projected to the smrface. This
procedure violates the application of the natural-
coordinate system on the surface faces, but it is it very
close approximation for shallow surfaces, and provides
an extremely fast automation scheme.
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READ DATA
A
INTEGRATE ALONG THE LINES
B	 GENLIiATE NATURAL-COORDINATE
SYSTEM ON THE LINES
LINK 1
GENERATE NATURAL-COORDINATE
SYSTEM ON THE SURFACES
GENERATE NATURAL-COORDINATE
SYSTEM IN THE VOLUME
(FOR THREE-DIMENSIONAL PROBLEMS
ONLY)
GENERATE FINAL MESH;	 LINK 2COORDINATE PUNCH ON CARDS
DISTRIBUTE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS ON
THE PROPER NODES AND ELEMENT 	 LINK 3PROPERTIES ON THE PROPER ELEMENTS;
PUNCH CARDS
Fig. 6. General flow diagram for computer program
In three-dimensional suhdomains, the natural-
coordinate system is obtained by an interpolation scheme
that generates each mesh nodal point through a sys-
tematic interpolation procedure between the correspon-
ding points on the opposite faces.
All procedures described above are automatically done
by the program after the necessary information concern-
ing the lines, surfaces, and volumes, as well as their
topological relationships, have been provided by the user.
In two-dimensional space, it line can be defined either
by its equation, which must be linear or quadratic, or
point by point. In three-dimensional space, the lines are
defined by the intersection of two planes or two quad-
ratic surfaces or by a plane and quadratic surface. A line
face in two-dimensional space can be defined by more
than one type of line, and a surface face in three dimen-
sions call he definer] by more than one type of surface.
In the second link (see Fig. 6), the mesh is generated
.in(] the nodal points are generated in the sequence
K, J, I (i.e., K varies first, then J, then 1). The equivalent
FORTRAN input/output (I/O) statement can be
\\ritleu as
{ [(K = 1, N7.), J	 1, NY], I = 1, NX) 	 (1)
For the form of the mesh, the users have three options:
(1) The number of divisions in the three directions of
the natural-coordinate system for the first subdo-
main (the number of divisions in the other sub-
domains is determined by the program, with the
resulting overall mesh depending upon the next
two additional options of the users).
(2) The location of a special point in the first subdo-
main around which the users might want it refined
mesh.
(3) The degree of refinement, which is defined by the
ratio of the two successive division intervals, with
the intervals being measured in the sense of the
number of natural-coordinate-system divisions in
the interval.
The labelling of the nodes starts from the first subdo-
main. Fictitious lines, surfaces, and volumes are not
labelled, and do not show in the sequence. The points
are labelled the first time they appear in it subdomain,
and are processed in the program sequentiall y as they
appear in the input. The user either judiciously labels
the suhdomains and chooses natural-coordinate systems
to obtain the minimum bandwidth in the complex con-
figurations, or uses the relabelling scheme of Ref. 3 to
reduce the bandwidth for any complex configuration.
The resulting coordinates of the mesh nodal points are
punched on the cards.
In link 3, the boundary conditions and clement data
are generated. In two- or three-dimensional space, the
boundary conditions are assigned by the users along
the complete line face or surface face, respectively. Only
linear relations between various degrees of freedom at a
point can be taken into account. The boundary condi-
tions are distributed to the faces in the sequence as the
corresponding suhdomains and associated faces appear
in the input. The boundary information is punched in
the form ready for use in the program of Ref. 4.
The element-data information is distributed to all real
elements. The suhdomains are treated sequentially as
they are assignca in the input, and the sequence number
of the elements follows rules similar to the sequencing
of the nodal point numbers. The face elements are
treated first (if they are real) in it in the
sequence, as they appear in the corresponding connec-
tiN ity information of the input, related to the faces of the
subdomain. The elements in the subdomain are labelled
if the subdomain is real.
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The typical numbers corresponding to the intrinsic
properties of the faces or subdomains in which the ele-
ments lie are punched ready for use in the program of
Ref. 4.
B. Capabilities and Restrictions of FEDGE Program
The FEDGE program permits users to generate input
data for their finite-element ar-.Llysis problem, whcre the
geometrical configuration arising from the model repre-
sentation of the physical object offers any degree of
complexity. The objectives of the program are to provide
the users with complete sets of coordinates and mesh
topology and boundary condition information by auto-
matically generating a mesh configuration as it is re-
quired in the fi ► .ite-elemer-t analysis. The lines and
information types associated with various regions are the
only necessary input information for FEDGE. In two-
dimensional space, the lines can either be straight or
quadratic lines, or can be prescribed point by point. In
three-dimensional space, the faces are planes or quad-
ratic surfaces. No practically defined model exists that
cannot be handled by the program (see Refs. 1 and 2
for exceptional geometrical configurations). The com-
puter time and engineers' hand labor increase with in-
creasing complexity of the geometrical configurations.
Typical numbers corresponding to the limited capacity
of the program are listed in Table 1. These numbers are
Table 1. Typical maximum and minimum numbers
of items that can be handled by FEDGE
Description
Maximum or
minimum
number
Subdomains in two . or three-dimensional space 50
(maximum number)
Surface	 units	 in	 three-dimensional 	 space	 (maximum 100
number)
Line units in two-dimensional	 space	 (maximum 200
number)
Boundary condition ty p es (maximum number) 50
Boundary	 condition	 units
	
that	 appear	 in	 a	 linear 8
relation in a point (maximum number)
Nodal points (maximum number) 8000
Elements (maximum number) 8000
Number	 of	 nodal	 points	 in	 an	 input	 unit	 in	 two- 5
dimen! i onal space (maximum)
Number of	 surface	 units	 in a	 surface face	 in	 three 2
dimensions"
• The surfuce interfaces must cross two opposite line facer.
based upon the storage capac;iv of 32K Whit word-
capacity computers and upon the practical ranges en-
countered in engineering applications. With its actual
form, the program can accommodate any finite-element
analysis problem of continuous complex structures of
any size within practically feasible, computer-time ex-
penditures. However, if it is desirable to handle problems
beyond the capability of this program (e.g., by the appli-
cation of larger and faster machines), the entire p ► ogram
should be reviewed for minor changes.
C. Programming Language and Operational System
The computer program has been developed for the
32K IBNI 7094/7044 direct-coupled system; however,
FEDGE may be used in other systems that have the
FORTRAN 11 compiler and FAP assembler. The program
uses the following tape units during execution:
(1) FORTRAN Unit 1, system.
(2) FORTRAN Unit 2, chain.
(3) FORTRAN Unit 3, scratch.
(4) FORTRAN Unit 4, scratch.
(5) FORTRAN Unit 5, input.
(6) FORTRAN Unit 6, output.
(7) FORTRAN Unit 7, punch.
(8) FORTRAN Unit 8, scratch.
(9) FORTRAN Unit 9, scratch.
(10) FORTRAN Unit 10, scratch.
D. Description of Deck Arrangement
The FEDGE program consists of three chain links. The
deck arrangement is shown in Fig. 7. For each model
problem, there must be one complete data set and any
number of additional data sets for the same model prob-
lem if various types of meshes are requested. In the
generation of the additional meshes, the users take
advantage of the fact that, once the natural coordinate
systems are stored (the generation of which takes the
major portion of the machine time), the computer time
for the generation of the additional meshes is venj short.
The source deck consists of approximately 5000 cards,
and the binary deck contains approximately 1000 cards.
t
s
.r=
t
r
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xFig. 7. Physic -ildeck arrangement of FEDGE Program
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IV. Preparation of Input
A. General Information
licgardless of \\hethcr or not it is a three-dimensional
problem, the input data deck can he considered in three
groups: (1) the title and control cards, (2) topological
connecti\ ity and properties information deck, and (3) nu-
merical values associated with the surface or line equa-
tions and boundary conditions (Fig. 8).
1'hc first group of data is prepared in a simila r way in
both three- and two-dimensional pro',tcros. In the pre-
sensation that follows (Tables 2-8), each t;Eble describes
a card, or the clerk of cards. with ;I instruction
that refers to the colunal unnlber on the card or deck
of cards in question. Additional or unusmil properties
of input paran ►eters are explained \vlwnes • er dwy appear.
The name of toe parameter, as it appears in the pro-
grain, is also included in the last column, following the
description. The arrays arc distinguished from the single-
valued constants by a dn ► nn ►v index.
B. Title and Contra! Cards
The input forms for title mud control cards are pre-
sented in 'l ahles 2 and 3, respectively.
C	 CONSTANTS ASSOCIATED WITH BOUNDARY	 (TABLE 8)CONDITION INFORMATION
	
EQUATIONS OF SURFACES OR LINE UNITS 	 (TABLE 7)OR COORDINATES
LINE UNITS FOR TWO-AND THREE- 	 (TABLE 6)DIMENSIONAL PROBLEMS
B
	
TWO-DIMENSIONAL SUBDOMAINS OP. SURFACE UNITS 	 (TABLE 5)
FOR THREE-DIMENSIONAL PROBLEMS
THREE-DIMENSIONAL SUBDOMAINS	 (TABLE 4)
FOR NVOL - 0 ONLY
A^ F CONTROL CARD	 (TABLE 3)
INPUT TYPE AND TITLE	 (TABLE 2)
FOR NE = 0, A, B ARE ALL INPUT.
FOR NE = I, A IS THE ONLY INPUT. IT MUST BE PRECEDED BY ONE COMPLETE
DECK WITH NE - 0.
FOR NE - 2, A, B ARE ALL INPUT. THEY MUST BE PRECEDED BY ONE COMPLETE INPUT
DECK WITH NE = 0.
Fig. B. Physical deck arrangement of data for FEDGE program
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Table 2. Title card for input
Column Description of Input Item Name Column Description of input Item Name
1 -2 A constant that defines the input type NE must	 precede	 this	 deck.	 In	 this tteck,	 the
NE - 0	 The complete deck of data is required element	 properties	 and	 boundary	 condi-
NE = 1	 The title card and control card are required. tions	 can	 be	 altered.	
The
	
first	 link
	 is
The point of	 interest, the refinement con. skipped	 during	 execution
stant, and the number of final mesh divi- NE< -3The	 complete	 data	 deck	 is	 required	 in
sions in three directions can	 be altered. Iwo-dimensional	 problems.
	
In addition	 to
The	 •emaining	 values	 are	 assumed	 un- the standard output deck, mesh topology
changed from the previous complete data
information	 for	 plotting	 (element	 by *le-
information
ment)	 is	 punched	 out
NE —	 2 The	 complete	 deck	 of	 data	 is	 required.
Complete	 input data	 deck	 with	 NE = 0 3-80 Any title information to identify the problem —
Table 3. Control card for input—format (12, 213, 412, E4.0, 12E, 5.0)
Column Description of input item Name Column Description of input item Name
1-2 Number	 of	 volume	 subdomains;	 zero	 for NVOL 31-35 The x ., coo-dinate of the special point in the Z0(10)
two-dimensional	 problem	 only overall	 coordinate	 system	 for	 three-
3-5 Number of surface units in three dimensions NSUR
dimensional problems only
or number of surface subdomains in two 36-40 The x, coordinate of the origin in the overall XB(1)
dimens ons coordinate system; the origin must be on
6-8 Number	 of	 line	 units	 in	 three	 and	 two NLIN
the	 starting	 point of the line	 lobelled	 1;
the first line must be the I 	 line
dimensions
41-45 The x; coordinate of the origin in the evarall XBII)
0-10 Lobel	 of	 subdomoin	 at	 which	 the	 special IO
coordinate system
point lies (in this program, always 10 -
	
1)
46-50 The xs coordinate of the origin in the overall 78(1)
11-12 Number of divisions in the direction 1 in the NX(10)
coordinate	 system	 for	 three-dimentional
first subdomoin problems only 1
13-14 Number of division- in the direction J in the NY(10) 51-55 Minimum x, coordinate in the overall coordi- XMIN
first subdomoin
note system
15-16 Number of divisions in the direction K in the NZ(10) 56-60 Maximum	 x,	 coordinate	 in	 the	 overall	 co. XMAX
first	 subdomoin;	 nonzero only	 for three- ordinate system
dimensional problems
61-63 Minimum x; coordinate in the overall raordi- YMIN
17-20 Factor	 of	 refinement CF > 1, and	 if	 1 < CF note system
CF < 1.01,	 it	 is	 automatically	 assumed 66-70 Maximum	 x;	 coordinate	 in	 the	 overall	 co- YMAX
to be practically	 1	 in	 the program
ordinate system
21-25 The x, coordinate of the special point in the XO(10) 71-75 Minimum x, coordinate in the overall coordi- ZMIN
overall	 coordinate
	
system;	 it	 must	 be nate	 system	 for	 three di • nensionol prob-
within	 or	 on	 the	 boundary	 of	 the	 first lems only
subdomoin 76-80 Maximum	 xs coordinate	 in	 the overall	 co- ZMAX
26-30 The A.- coordinate of the special point in the YO(IO) ordinate	 system	 for	 three-dimensional
overali coordinate system problems only
C. Topological Connectivity and Properties
Information Deck
If the number of three-dimensional subdomains
NVOL > 0, the program will expect the information
associated with the three-dimensional subdomains ac-
cording to Table 4. For two-dimensional problems, the
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deck associated with Table 4 is completely excluded
from the input deck.
Surface information associated with the face of each
subdomain is input according to Table 5. The labelling
of faces must be sequential; otherwise, the labelling is
11
Table 4. Information associated with three - dimensional subdomains—two subdomains per card —
input format [2(814,8X))
Column Description of Input item Name'
1-4	 (41-44) Lobel of the sequential subdomain MDM,
5-6	 (45-46) Type of material in the ith subdomain V AAT =	 NMATE, / 100
7-8	 (47-48) Type of temperature in the ith vtbdomain (if the volume subdomoin	 is nctitiaus, columns 5-8 mi'd ITEM _ NMATE,
be blank) 100 ' IMAT
9-12 (49-52) label of the first face that is conventionally defined as the JK face for which I	 -	 I	 in the natural NFlt.s
coordinate system
13-16 (53-56) label of the -	 cond face that is conventionally defined as the A face for which 1 	 =	 17 in the NFLt,s
natural coordinate syste
17-20 (57-60) Lobel of the third face that is conventionally defined as the KI face for which 1 =	 1	 in the natural NFLi.s
coordinate system
21-24 (61-64) label of the fourth face that is conventionally defined as the KI face for which 1 =	 17 in the not„rol NFL.
coordinate system
25-28 (65-68) Lobel of the fifth face that is conventionally defined as the IJ face for which	 K	 -	 I	 in the natural NFL,,s
coordinate system
29-32(69-72) Label of the sixth face thct is conventionally defined as the IJ face for which K =	 17 in the natvrol NFl.t.e
coordinate system
• Computations shown in this column ore in the FORTRAN integer sense.
Table 5. Information associated with faces and surface units of two- and three-dimensional subdomains
—two surface units per card—input format [211914,4k]
Column	 -	 Description of input item	 I	 Nome'	 I
1
1-4 (41-44)	 Lobel of the sequential surface faces; if the face is defined by more than one surface, the sequence
number of the face is repeated for each surface
5-6 (45-46)	 Element type number in the sense it is defined in Ref. 4
7-8 (47-48)
	
Material type number; in the case of fictitious surfaces, columns 5-8 must be blank
9-10(49-50)	 Pressure type
11-12 (51-52)	 Thickness type
13-14(53-54)	 Temperature change type
15-16(55-56)	 Temperature gradient along the thickness type
17-1 8 (57-58)	 Boundary conditior, type
19 (59)	 Convexity index MCV: MCV = 0 for a perfectly convex surface domain; MCV = I for a nearly
convex surface domain
20 (60)	 Blank
21-24 (61-64)	 Lobel of the first line face that is conventionally defined as the first line of the second coordinate
label of a surface defined by IJ or JK or KI coupled labels
.Computations shorn In this column s ite In the FORTRAN integer sense.
MDM,
IELT = MELMA4100
IMAT = MELMAt —
100 ' IEtT
IPR5 - MPRTI,/100
ITIC = MPRTI, -
100 ' IPRS
ITEM = MTETG./100
ITGY - MTETG, -
100 ' ITEM
MBON = MBOVR,/100
MCV = MBOVR,/10 —
10 ' MBON,
ML,.s
12
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(cl	 (d)	 (a)
2	 (n,
LINE NO.
	
FACE NO.
(b)
^^	 •-	 . ^	
,.^ ra m..
_..	
_	 ^ ..
	 ^`-'	
•'^f'_
	
-= ' -rte	 +^,
Table S (contd)
	
Column	 Description of input item	 Name'
	
25-28(65-68)	 Label of the second line fat r that is conventionally defined as the se+enteenth line of the s-cond	 Mlt.s
coordinate label of the surface defined by IJ or 1K or KI coupled labels
	
;9-32(69-72)	 Label of the third line face that is conver,lionally defined as the first line of the first coordinate 	 MLt.e
label of the surface defined by IJ or JK a- KI coupled labels
	
33-36(73-76)
	
Labelof the fourth line face that is conventionally defined as the first line of the first coordinate 	 MLt..
!..bato 
f  
the surface defined by IJ or JK or KI coupled labels
In the case of a face defined by more than one surface, the label corresponding to the interface
of surfaces will be zero
In two-dimensional problems, only the IJ surface is in question; ME,,, = 0 for all fictitious laces
6 Compulollom shown in this column are 'n the FORTRAN integer toms.
arbitrary. In three-dimensional problems, one fact can
be defined up to two surface units, the label of which
must appear in the surface information list as the label
of the face repeated for each of the units (Fig. 9a).
(a)
SURFACE NO.
	
FIRST	 SECOND	 THIRD	 FOURTH
FACE NO. FACE NO. FACE NO. rACE NO.
1	 1 (OTHER INFORMATION) 3	 4	 1	 0
2	 1	 3	 4	 0	 2
In two-dimensional problems, the surface is in the
x t ,Y, plane, and all infeu ►nation associated with x;, is null.
Furthermore, each subdomain is defined by a single sur-
face-; i.e., x„ = 0. One face can be defined up to any
practical number of hne units, the label of which must
appear in the line information list as the label of the face
repeated for each of the units (Fit;. 10).
The ]in(- information associated with the line units of
the two- and three-dimensional suhdomains are input
according to Table 6. Labelling of the lines must be
sequential. The values of the lines that define the two
opposite boundaries of a face defined by more than one
surface are repeated as described in the tabulation
(Fig. 9b). Labelling of the lines is not completely arbi-
trary. Users must follow imaginary integration procedures
along each line element. The lines connected at the end
of the lines must assume a higher lahel than that of the
SURFACE NO.
	
FIRST	 SECOND	 THIRD	 FOURTH
FACE NO. FACE NO. FACE NO. FACE NO
1	 I (OTHER INFORMATION) 3 	 0	 1	 2
2	 1	 0	 4	 1	 2
Fig. 9. A. face labelled (1) defined by two surfaces end
the corresponding form of sequence label and line in-
formation (two cases)
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1	 1	 1	 0	 0
2	 1	 1	 0	 0
3 1 (OTHER INFORMATION)	 1 0 0
4	 1	 0 0
S	 I	 1	 0	 3
Fig. 10. A face in a two-dimensional problem labelled
(1) defined by five different line units and the corre-
sponding form of sequence label and I;ne information
13
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Table 6. Information associated with line units of two- and three-dimensional subdomains—two line units
per card—input format [21714,413))
Column	 Description of input item	 Name'
I-4 (41-44)	 Label of the se q uential line units; if the surface face is defined by more than on- surface in the	 IDM,
direction of those line facet, the sequerce number of the line is repeated for each surface unit; in
two-dimensional problems, the face number is repeated for each line unit associated with the face
it the face is defined by more than one l ine unit; the line labe l must be negative if the integration
is opposite the positive direction of the atural coordinate buse ieclor ulong the line
5-6 (4!1-46)	 Element type number in the sense defined in Ref. 4	 IELT - IELMA,/100
7-8 (47-48)	 Material type number; in the case of a fictitious or boundary line, columns 5-8 must be blcnk 	 IN,AT = IELMA,
100 ' IELT
9-10(49-50) Pressure type IPRS	 IFRTE,/IDO
1 1-12 (51-52) Temperature type ITEM	 IPRTE, -
100 ' IPRS
13-14 (53-54) Temperature gradient type in the local y-axis a : rection ITGY = IGYGZ, / 100
15-16 (55-56) Terperature gradient type in the local z-oxis direction ITGZ -	 IGYGZ,
100 ' ITGY
17-18 (57-58) Area type TARE 7	 IARMX,1100
19-20 (59-60) Moment of inertia around local x axis of the member type; the Iocol x axis is along the member and IMMX -	 IARMX,
in the direction of the base vectur of the natural-coordinate system 100 ' IARE
21-22 (61-62) Asoment of inertia around the local y axis of the member ".1MY :	 IMYMZ ' / 100
23-24 (63-64) Moment of inertia around the local z axis of the member t' IMMI -	 IMYMZ, -
100 ' IMMY
25-26 (65-66) Angle type that defines the direction r.` the local y axis" IMFI =	 IMFBO, / 100
27-28 (67-68) Boundory-condition type along the line in question (for two-dimensional problems only) JBON	 IMFPO,
100 ' IMFI
29-30 (69-70) Indicator for the type of expression that defines the line (in two-dimensional problems only): NDT -	 IDTNR, / 10
NDT - 3for straight-line input
NDT = 6 for quadratic-line input
2 < NDT < 10, the number of coordinates input when the line it defined point by point (maximum
S points)
31	 (71) Indicotor for the type of line input for two dimensional proble r rs: INR	 IDTNR,
INR -	 0 -the line is defined p.)int by point; the number of points is defined by NDT/2 (Fig. 11) 10 ' NDT
INR	 1-the irtegration along the line stops the first time the end surface or line is reached
INR - 2-the integration along the line slops the second lime the end surface or line is reached
32-34(72-74) In three-dimensional problems, the label of the first face whose interface with the second f tee defines IFL,
the line in question; the normal of the first face, the normal of the second face, and the pctitive
base vector of the natural-coordinate system on the line form a right-hand coordinate system in
this sequence
In two dimensional problems, Ike Inbel of one of the line faces connected to I„e end point of the line
along which the integration it performed
35-37 (75-77) In three-dimensional problems, the label of the second face whose interface with the first face defines IFL,	 t
the line in question (the sequence is defined above for IN, ,)
In Iwo dimensional problems, the labels of one of the line faces connected to the end point of the
line along which the int !grolion is performed
38-40(76-80) In three-dimensional problems, the label of the end surface where the integration continues; 	 if one IFL.s
of	 the	 surfaces	 that	 define	 the line	 is	 fictitious,	 the	 lines	 connected	 at	 the	 end	 of	 tht	 line	 are
chosen automatically as the two lines of the assumed end surface of the subdomain associated with
the line information are available, not more than one fictitious surface is allowed to define a line
In two dimensional problems, tf.e label of the 	 end line where the i^'egration continues-zero 	 if the
next line unit defines the some line face
this column e • s in the FORTRAN Integer sense.
--
•Computoliom shorn In
u This is dummy information. The generation of	 mesh in three dimentionol frame element, is not possible.
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fAA
X I , x 2
Fig. 11. The line defined by the coordinates of points
previou!, lines. The starting point at each line is deter-
mined through the integration procedure of the previous
line (and only once the first time they are reached
during the integration process). The direction of the inte-
gration thus obtained in a given line might or might not
be in the direction of the base vector of the natural-
coordinate system. The label is then positive if these t-,vo
directions coincide. it is negative if they are opposite.
D. Numerical Values Associated With Surface or Line
Equations and Boundary Conditions
For three-dimensional problems fo- each labelled sur-
face, as described in Table 5, even if the equations
corresponding to various input units are identical, an
equation of the quadratic surface must be read by the
program, as shown in Table 7. The form of the equation
will be • as given by Eq. (2), and the sign of the equation
will be determined by the positive direction of the nor-
mal to the surface.
a, + a 21 3 + a,x, + a,x, + a;x,x;, + a,;x 3x, + a-, x X,
a,4 +aax2 +a,,,x; = 0	 (2)
For two-dimensional problems for each la'Miled line,
as (;escribed in Table 6, even if the. equations cor-
responding to various input units are identical, a set of
coordinates x,,x,, or a straight-line equation with three
constants, or an equation of a quadratic line must be
read depending upon the value of tite corresponding
indicator constant, as defined in T, 1.1 6. Equations (3),
(4), and (5), and Fig. 11 clarify these tLf,ut items.
xII , x.'., x ", x", xi, x`;, XD,  xn , xe, X",	 (3)
a, + a,.e, 4- a 3x, = G	 (4)
a,+a,x._+a,x,+a,x,x,+na; +a„x; =0	 (5)
The constants of the equai:nn cS ­np input unit or ten
coordinates (five points) are read : yard, according to
the form presented in Table 7.
Two integer numbers and one c:.-. -ant constitute a set
of information for the linear rel t: on between various
degrees of freedom cr y a given ; oiat. LIT) to eight sets
of information can be read for a • ., .1 i%- -e of boundary
condition along a surface face is, ►hr. r. _: mcnsional prob-
lems, or along a line face in two-dimensional problems.
Each card, therefore. will contain eight sets of informa-
tion, as shown in Table 8, a id each card will correspond
to one type of boundary cordition cited in columns 17-18
(57-58) of the connectivity :nformation card, as describwd
in Table 5, or in columns 27-28 (67-68) of the con-
nectivity information card in Table 6. The number of
cards for boundary conditions or the maximum number
of boundary condition types is the maximum number
that appears in the corresponding column of Table 5 or 6.
f
Table 7. Input of constants associated with equations of surfaces,
line units, or coordinates—input for,nat (10FE.0)
Column Description of input item Name" Column Description of input item Name'
1-8 a, . ` Eqs. (2), (4). (5), or x 	 of Eq. (3) AN,.(..	 n•, 41-48 a,: of Eqs. (2), (5), or x; of Eq. (3) AN,.(. -1).1
9­ 16 a- of Eqs. (2), (4), (5), or x,' of Eq. (3) AN,o,n _,,., 49-56 a- of Eq. (2) or x" of Eq, (3) AN,n(n
17-24 a, of Eqs. (2), (4), (5), or x" of Eq. (3) AN,o(n-n., 57-64 a, of Eq. (2) or x.	 of Eq. (3) AN,mn-o.s
25-32 a; of Eqs. (i), (5), or x," of Eq. (3) AN..(.,
	 u., 65-72 a: of Eq. (2) or x; of Eq. (3) AN,,,,n_,,.o
33-40 a; of Eqs. (2), (5), or x; '
 of Eq. (3) AN,m„	 ,, ., 73—fi0 a,o of Eq. (2) or xi of Eq. (3) AN,. „n
•The n refits either to the se q uence number of input item, or to the sequence number of card, from which the information is read.
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Table 8. Input of constants associated with boundary condition
information—input format (812,BE8.U)
Column
Description of
input item" Nome Column
T
Description of
in 3-,t item,
columns	 1-16.
Nome
(1-2), (3-4),	 (15-16) Ncmber of degrees IRON, ,
of freedom asso- Each set is complete
ciated with the by consecutive pairs
nodal points on of integers in
the face con- columns 1-16 and
sidered; each pair a corresponding
of numbers constant in
represents two columns 17-80.
direction labels on Integers in
a point in connec- columns 1-2
tion with the pre- correspond to con-
scribed boundary stant in columns
condition 17-24. Integers in
(17-24). (25-32),	 (73-80) Constant that relates BORC, columns 3-4
the degrees of correspond to con-
freedom defined ctcint in columns
by the integers in 25-32, etc.
-The actual input format in the program is different, but this can	 be used as is.	 It	 is r.ore explicit than the actual format, which is (414,8E8.0).
V. Error Messages and Diagnostics
A. General Information
The occurrence of an error that causes a message
generally has a detrimental effect on the results. The
program stops when the cont .tur. l ion of the execution
does not yield any additiol:al info;. , tation about the
status of the input. When error messages occur, the uwr
must check carefully that portion of the input designated
by the error message. The error messages are as self-
expla •ratory as possible, and are listed below in the order
of probable appearance during execution of the program.
The meaning of the printed information (italics in paren-
theses), the name of the subroutiiie in which the error is
detected, and the probable cause of the error message
are also given.
B. Error Messages in Link 1
VOLUME SUBDOMAIN NUMBERS ARE NOT IN
SEQUENCE (sequence number of volume subdomain
antl user's label)
Occurs in DORB when the user's sequence label for
the volume subdomain is not correct.
ERROR IN THE FACE LABELLING OF SUBDO-
MAIN (number of subdomains involved) OR (number
of adjacent subdomains)
Occurs in DORB when the face numbers are not
correct in the subdomains involved with the label printed
out in the message.
TOTAL NUMBER OF FACES MAY NOT BE 'ZERO
Occurs in DORP,. The zero or negative number of sur-
faces and lines is not accepts.ble by the program.
INPUT ERROR PROBABLY IN CONNECTION
WITH INPUT UNIT (number of the input unit involved)
Occurs in COPY when an error exists in the label of
lines or surfaces corresponding to the input unit indi-
cated in the error message. Execution continues.
ERROR IN THE INPUT UNIT (number of input
units) THE FIRST FOUR CONSTANTS FOLLOW (the
coordinates x,,, Y;1s x,,, yN of the segment AB)
Occurs in DSAN when the boundary is defined by
straight line segments and the coordinates of the end points
of the segments are not correct. Execution continues.
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AFTER (number of steps) STEPS OF INTEGRATION
STARTING POINT IS REACHED, COORDINATES
AND COEFFICIENTS OF SURFACES FOLLOW (x,
q, z coordinates art([ the coefficients of the su&.. a equa-
tions for left, right end surfaces se(jucrrtial/r;
Occurs in INTR. The coefficients involvecl, c ^.roh-
ably not correct.
AFTER (number of steps) STEPS OF V;—. GRA-
TION END SURFACE IS NOT REACHED, COO,:..-
DINATES AND COEFFICIENTS OF Si711F kCES
FOLLOW (x, y, z coordinates and the coeffic:ie ►its of the
surface equations for left, right, end surfaces Yequentially)
Occurs in INTR. The coefficients involved are prob-
abl y not correct.
ERROR IN THE INPUT UNIT (number of the unit)
COOIDINATES AND COEFFICIENTS FOLLOW (x,
q, r coordinates arid the coefficients of the surface cnua-
tions for left, right, end .surfaces sequentially)
Occurs in LENG when the maximum or minimum
coordinates assigned b y the user are reached -1 Le ;*l..xi-
mum and minimum coordinates, the coefficients of the
equations involved, or the direction of the integr rtion
ma y be incorrect.
ERROR IN THE COEFFICIENTS OF QUADRATIC.
COORDINATES, COMPUTED CONSTANTS, COEF-
FICIENTS FOLLOW [The integers r.^d the constants in
the common trial) from 1-1.50 (sec T..hle 2 of Vol. II)
awl the coefficients of all equations up to the one in
quesNoa are printed out.]
Occurs in ROUT •.vl,en the root ul the quadratic can-
not he found in the step considered. The coefficients of
the quadratic may be incorrect.
INPUT ERROR IN THE SURFACE LINE LABEL
INFORMATION, CHECK WITH THE FORMAT
SPECIFICATION (the surface number and correspon-
ding line labels are printed out for the surface in question
and the consecutive one)
Occurs in BOLI when a face is defined b y more th-.n
one surface and the labels of the houndar y lines are not
written properly.
END POINTS OF THE (number of lines in ques-
tion) TH LINE DO NOT MATCH END POINTS OF
THE PREVIOUS LINE (number of previous lines).
COORDINATES FOLLOW (coordinates of the two ends
of the precious line, the coordinate of the first point of
the line in question)
Occurs in TEST when an error exists in the line
label or the computation of coordinates on the lines.
THE ERROR IS (error) ON THE FACE (face num-
ber) ERROR TOLERANCE (error tolerance) IS EX-
CEEDED, COEFFICIENTS FOLLOW (coefficients of
the surface equation)
Occurs in NOCO when the surface equations asso-
ciated with the face iri questionu are not satisfied by the
substitution of the coordinates computed.
ERROR IN THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE SUR-
FACE EQUATION, RELATED INFORM MONS
FOLLOW [The integers arid the constants in the com-
mon map from 1-150 (see Table 2 of Vol. 11), and the
coefficients of all surface equations up to the one in
question are printed out.]
Occurs in ROTZ when the roots of the quadratic equa-
tions do not satisfy the surface equations invoked. The
coefficients of the surface equations may he incorrect.
INPUT ERROR DETECTED DURING THE INTE-
GRATION OF (label of line alone which the integration
is performed) TH LINE, RELATED INFORMATIONS
FOLLOW (the label of the line, the surface informations
related to the line, users input and program selection,
and the label of lines at the ewl of fire integration)
Occurs in BACO when an error exists in the connec-
tivit y information of three surfaces constituting three
faces around it nodal point in three dimensions. Line
lapels corresponding to the surfaces and the surface
lab ,, corresponding to thr lines must he reexamined.
C. Error Messages in Link 2
IN LINK 2 ERROR DETECTED IN CONNEC-
TIVITY INFORMATION (the number of subdonrains,
surface in trco dimensions, volr ►nc in three dimensions)
Occurs iii ENFL Usua'ly this type of error is detected
in link 1.
D. Error Messages in Link 3
ERROR PROBABLY IN THE CONNECTIVITY
INFORMATIONS OF (tire number of the subdomain,
TH SUBDOMAIN
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Occurs in ARIW. It is unlikely that any error of this
kind would he detected itt this stage. If ,tit occurs,
the related inpet should he checked carefull y . Deeper
study involving the structure of the progr,un may be
required
VI. Description of Output
A. General Information
The output of FEDGE can he considered in two basic
groups:
(1) The output in the printed form, which is basically
for documentation, but also allows the user to
follow some of the procedural aspects of the pro-
gram and the information concerning his input data.
(2) The output in the punched-card form. which is
basically for use as input data in it finite-clement
analysis program (specifically ill actual form
for Het. 4); in some cases, the user may optionally
request additional punched cards for plotting pur-
poses for two-dimensional problems.
B. Output in Printed Form
1. First page information. The first page starts with
the information in the title card. Under the title, the
dimension of the problem is printed out. The informa-
tion ill control card follows, line b y line, tit same
sequence as it appears in the control card (see Table 3),
and the description of each item is given as explicitly as
possible.
2. Vohame, surface, and lines connectirity information.
1'hc next page starts with lbe information that is read in
as described in Section W-C. Vic content of Tahlc 1
appears ill input deck and in the output list for three-
dimensional problems only.
3. Coefficients of surfaces, lines, or coordinates. ']'It(,
following surface and line information is printed out
\\ ith
 explicit headings, iii the sequence they are read ill,
and in as explicit a form as possible. The mincrical
values associated with the surface equations in thrcv-
dimensional problems .appear under the • heading: Coeffi-
cients of Surface Equations. The numerical values
associated with the line equations or coordinates of the
giv.•n points appear under the heading: Coefficients of
line Equations or Coordinates. The coordinates appear
in two lines: the first line for the x,, the second for the X_.
4. Boundary conditions. Boundary conditions are
printed out, if' there arc any, and the type is assigned
as described in Sections IV-C and IV-D, under the head-
ing: Number of Directions Related to Each Other and
tlic Relation Constants. Eight possible combinations are
grouped, and each group is printed out as zero (even if
they are not assigned by the user) if one among them has
been assigned.
The output related to the direct input terminates at
this point. If users Lail to obtain this part of the output,
they should check carefully with the number of input
cards and the corresponding nuinbcrs previously assigned
by them.
5. Results of computations. 'rhe computations start
and continue with: (a) an error message, as described in
Section V, or (h) a message at the end of the integration
of each liuc face that is printed out: LABELS OF SUR-
FACES AND LINES INVOLVED IN THE (i)TH LINE
INTEGRATION ARE 1, m, it, p, q, and r, where, for
three-dimensional problems, 1 and tit are two surfaces
that define • the liuc and it the end surface for the line.
Line p is the line along which the • integration is per-
formed, and q and r are labels of the two lines that are
connected to the end of line i. It follows that p — i, ;nd,
in complex geometrical configurations, this information
might help users to adjust their input information as
described in Tables 4, 5, and 6 if any related error mes-
sage is printed out. in two-dimensional problems, only
p and q are meaningful integers that represent the labels
of the lines connected to the end of the ith line; 1, tit, and
it
	
zero.
6. Time messages. 'Three time messages are printed
out that indicate the computation time for parts A, B, and
C of link 1, respectively (see Fig. 6):
(1) INTEGRATION ALONG TILE LINE SEGMENTS
TOOK ... SECONDS.
(2) DIVISION ALONG THE LINE SEGMENTS
TOOK ... SECONDS.
(3) GENERATION OF NATURAL COORDINATES
TOOK ... SECONDS.
7. Coordinate listing. The list of coordinates of the
mesh that is generated folloyy s the lank time message in
the format [2(I4,3F12.6)]:
(f)	 X, i X_ i X:, i	(i + 1)	 X, ,,, X i	 xai,I
where i is the• nodal point number mud x; are the asso-
ciated three coordinates in the overall coordinate system.
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8. Computation time. At the end of the list, a time
message is prinWd out:
GENERATION OF FINAL MESH COORDINATES
selected in such it manner that the common faces of the
elements are not plotted twice. Each group of five
integers represents the nodal-p• ► int labels of an element
in sequence in the cew direction. The nodal numbers
TOOK ... SECONDS corresponding to common faces are not printed out, and
the remaining ones appear in the listing or in the cards
• ts Icft 'u,tified in —A, rou of five rote• ^r, Th . ^lot-
which denotes the computation time for link 2 (see Fig. 6)	 hub seyu
	 c	 ee nee o os^ s t ^ ru e xp amc ( m eet ►on
Only lahcllcd elements are accounted for.
9. Boundary conditions. The boundary conditions (if
any) are printed out in the format [8(14,I1,I4,11,F6.3)]:
( ► )(k)(O(I)C., (i)(p)(i)(9)C., ...
GENERATION OF ELEMENT DATA TOOK
1	 g	 1	 Ise..	 eI
fll	 }.	 i	 i.•	 ,1	 S	 ILIA
13. Time message. The time message for the genera-
tion of elements is printed out as:
where i, j, • • • are the labels of the nodal points for which
kth (or pth) degrees of freedom on ith (or ith) points are
related to the Ith (or yth) degrees of freedom by a con-
stant C,,, (or C„) typically expressed as the mth (nth)
boundary-condition type in the input information. The
linear relation can be expressed as
aiA — C'', +C;,tt;,+...
in the input format and output listing, C,;, is distinguished
from Q,, by k - I and u,,,, u,, are the deflections of the
ith point in the kth and Ith directions (see Ref. 4).
10. Element-data listing. The list for element data is
printed out in the format (2014), wherein the content of
each integer number directly corresponds to the cor-
responding input item in Ref. 4. The s^quence of the
labels of the element vertices is determined, assuming
always the positive normal of the surface inward the
suhdomain containing the corresponding face and that
has the smallest sequence number.
H. End card. The number of nodes, boundary condi
tions, and elements are printed out in the end card:
NO. OF NODES (IN)	 NO. OF RC (I13)
NO. OF ELTS (IE)	 END
where IN, 113, .aid IE are computed during the genera-
tion of nodal coordinates, boundary conditions, and
element data, respectively.
12. Plotting information. For NE < (for two-
dimensional problems in addition to the standard output
deck), a mesh topology infornation for element-by-
element plotting is printed out in the format (20I4). The
nodal-point numbers associated with the elements are
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... SECONDS
which denotes the computation time for link 3 (see Fig. 8).
C. Output in Punched-Card Form
For NE < 2, the output in printed form—as explained
in B7, B9, 1310, and 1311—is punched in the same format
and sequence, with each line corresponding to one card.
This complete deck is ready for use with the program
described in Ref. 4 (with a few additional information
cards).
For NE < —3 (for tvo-dimensional problems .n addi-
tion to the standard output deck described above), mesh-
topology information for element-by-element plotting is
punched out as described in B,_. This information, to-
gether with the punched information corresponding to
B; coordinates of the nodal points, can he used for
plotting purposes.
VII. Examples
A. Axisymmetrical Model for Spherical Motor,
Cylindrical Inlet
The input listed in Table A-1 of the appendix can be
followed in the light of the corresponding instructions of
Sections II—iV, and with reference to Fig. 4. The users
must follow the following logical steps:
1. Determination of subdomains. Suhdomain I is de-
termined by the grain material. Suhdomains I1 and iIi
are selected as simpl y as possible (otherwise, arbitrarily),
and connected to suhdomain I, to he able to include
portions CD and AB of the outer shell in the analysis.
The partition of the boundary of each suhdomain into
faces is a result of a very natural choice, as in the case
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of subdomain III, or else depends upon the form of the
final mesh as requested by the users. In subdomain 11,
the partition is a result of the selected form of the sub-
domain. in subdomain 1, point F is selected to provide a
quasirectangidar form. It should be noted that each face
has homogeneous properties; that is, EC is a boundary
of the grain, BF is a shell, AG is fictitious, etc.
2. Definition of origin. The origin can be any defined
point oil common joint of two faces. The E is chosen
because it is known without any computation. The H,
G, or A could have been chosen as well because they
are defined in an equally simple way.
3. Determination of coordinate lines. in two-
dimensional problems, the first line determines the iJ
natural coordinate system; i.e., EB is selected as the first
line, and therefore determines the 1 direction. The other
coordinate lines are the natural result of this selection.
The positive normal of each line is on the left side of
an observer, heading toward the direction of the base
vectors for the I and J lines. The integration directions
and the labels of the lines are determined at the same
time, the integration directions being denoted by small
arrows at each corner. The label of face 2 is positive
because the small integration arrow at B is in the same
direction as the 1 base vector. By the same token, the
label of face AB is —3, the label of FC is —4, the label
of AG is —5, etc. Face BF call labelled 2 because the
origin is determined from the integration along line 1;
face AB can be labelled —3 for the same reason; face
FC can be labelled with the next sequence number, —4,
because the origin has been determined from the inte-
gration along line 2, etc.
4. Input deck preparation. Once Fig. 4 is set up prop-
erly, the preparation of input decks according to the
instructions of Tables 2, 3, 5, 6, and 7 is a simple exercise.
5. Output listing. In Table A-2 of the appendix, the
output is listed in the form in which it appears at the
end of the successful execution of the program. Parts
corresponding to Sections VI-13-5 and VI-B-6 do not
appear when NE = 1 or NE = 2. Parts corresponding to
Sections VI-B-7 through VI-B-11 and VI-B-13 are always
printed and punched in the same sequence and in the
same fonnat. The part corresponding to Section VI-B-12
is punched only when NE < -- 3.
6. Generation of natural coordinate system and final
mesh. The natural coordinate system and final mesh are
illustrated in Figs. 12 and 13, respectively.
B. Cylindrical Shell Problem
The input listed in Table A-3 of the appendix can he
followed in the light of the corresponding instructions of
Sections l l—IV, and with reference to Fig. 5. The users
must follow the logical steps described below.
1. Determination of subdomain. Volumes of suhdo-
mains I and II (which are fictitious) are (listinguis'1ed by
the D_ plane of Fig. 3. The partition of the boundary of
each subdomain is realized by two planes: x, - 0 and
X., = 0; that is, the six faces of subdomain I are (1) the
x_ = 0 plane, (2) the portion of the shell between the
—x, and + x, axes, (3) the portion between the +x, and
- x, axes, etc. With reference to Figs. 5a and 51), one can
see the fictitious planes ix and @ defining the faces of
the subdomains; the base of the cylinder by & which
is a fictitious plane; and the four faces Q, ®, ®, and
0, which constitute real surfaces and represent the
lower portion of the shell. The boundary conditions are
prescribed at the planes D:, and D, defined by x, = 0
and x, = 96, respectively, which are fictitious surfaces
and labelled a , n . The positive direction of the surfaces
is assumed inward for the shell; the positive direction of
overall coordinate axes is assumed for the other fictitious
planes T, ©, 0, g, and is .
2. Definition of origin. The origin has been chosen
arbitrarily at A (x, = —15.4, x, = 0, x, = 0).
3. Determination of coordinate lines. The first line of
integration is AB. The resulting simple, natural coordi-
nate system is shown oil 5a and 5b, where the
arrows along the lines arc the base vectors for the first
and last lines of the subdomain. The sequence label of
the lines follows the rules described in Table 6; that
is, the integration along line 1 yields the coordinates and
integration directions for lines BC and BF, which are
labelled -+ 2 and -A, respectively (according to this in-
formation, sequentially positive), because these directions
are the same as the direction of base vectors along these
lines. Lines CG and CD are labelled t 4 and —5 by the
same token, etc.
4. Input deck preparation. Tables 2 and 3 are self-
explanatory. Columns 5-8 (45-18) in Table 4 are blank
because the volume is void. In Table 5, columns 5-8
(45-48) contain the element-type numbers in the sense
in which they are described in Ref. •1, and material-type
numbers of faces 2-5 and 7-10 are left blank for faces
1, 6, 11, 12, and 13. The connectivity information in col-
umns 2146 (61-76) is blank for faces 12 and 13. The
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Fig. 13. Final mesh for axisymmetrical model
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list that follows contains line information according to
Table 6. Next, the list of constants associated with the
surface equation is given according to Table 7. Each line
corresponds to one surface input unit of Table 5,
sequentially.
The boundary conditions are give-i according to Table 8.
Three directions along which the points that are in the
1st and Iltl ,
 surfaces are restrained are 11, 22, and 33,
and c01111)102 restraint is expressed by zero at correspon-
ding columns 17-24. The type number at columns 17-18
(or 57-58) corresponding to the line of the 1st and 11th
faces expresses the fact that the boundary condition, as
defined by the last card, will be assigned to all points
on faces 6, 1, and 11.
5. Output listing. In Table A-4 of the appendix, the
output is list(-(] after successful execution of the program.
In the part corresponding to Section VI-13-5, a message
is printed out for each line-integration process. This part
would not appear when NE = 1 or NE = 2. Parts cor-
responding to Sections VI-B-7 through VI-B-11 and
VI-B-13 are always printed anel punchcd in the sane
sequence and in the same format.
6. Generation of natural coordinate system and final
mesh. Thc• final mesh is illustrated in Fig. I . I. For cylin-
drical shells with the same geometry, the input and the
output for the generation of another mesh configuration
arc- illustrated in Tables A-5 and A-6 of the appendix,
respectively. It should be note(] that the h ype of shell is
changed to membrane and bending by the change of
element-type numbers from 14 to 12 in the third column
of the surface information table. The boundary condi-
tions are also changed by fixing completely both end
points of the shell; that is, 6 dcg of freedom, as shown
in the table for boundary conditions (see Section VI-B-4).
This output was obtained with NE = 2 from the
natural coordinate system, which has been generated
and stored in the previous case, .end takes only 23 s
compared with approximately 7 min for the first case,
which includes the generation of natural coordinate sys-
tems in two- and three-dimensional suhdomains.
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Fig. 14. Final mesh for cylindrical shell problem
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Appendix
Computer Resvlts fo ► the Examples
This appendix contains a listing of input data, together
with the respective output data ohtained after succ'ess-
fnl execution, for the following;
(1) Axisvmnu'trical model for spherical motor, cylin-
drical inlet.
(2) Cylindrical she]] problem for the nll'lnhlane case
(3) Cylindrical shell prohlen3 for the men:hrane and
bending case.
Cited in the appendix are sectional references, which
the user Nviil find helpful in following the applic'ahle
procedural a.spcos of the FEDGE program.
Table A-1. list of input data for axisymmetrical model for spherical motor, c y lindrical inlet
AKISYMF,CIRICAL 1`1 1,14L FUR %VN,RICAL MIITUM Y CYI INDIRICAL INLET	 INPUT IYPE NU. -3
DATA F UR TWO UTAtNSIJl1At PR.!%L[M
VUM3ER UI TMNCC U111r tS1 1 1VA1 SUbI)(.4A1'.S	 NV3L	 -0
VUMSFR Or fALrS I^R Twll ( r IM. ;UKUO W A1NS	 NSJR	 I
4UM5FR UI lllil AR FAC E S 1)0 CN( AIM. FI.FMF'.1%	 NIIV	 l l
VU. II F 
11
S1N1•IVISIIM I'I wNIC
TM
N SPEC
FC
IAL POINT LI E S	 IU	 I
NVMlFR	 1 IIVISII^N 11.	 dFC I)IRtIoVS	 4911:11	 7
	
NYIIJI	 6
	
Nt41D1	 -0
°ALTUR Of REFI PIE MFPIT
	
Cr	 0.12070^.F 01
:IIUR 1 14WS OF S 3 ILI%L P010	 Kit [it	 C.11166000E Or
	
f11lIJI	 (1.5 nc0^•E 0'.
	
t(11171	 -0.
GOURDI%A11­ 1 OF T11f 1'111I5IN K8111 1:.2 C2C7F.-C^
Y61IIO.S.^0700Eor
tolll
141f11MJh ANU A.M rOM CUUV , IARY C011RDINATCS	 XMIA	 -0.2;0007E -0•:
	
XMAK	 C.12!CU.'E 01
	
YMIN	 - 4.12([0^f Cl
	
YMAX	 ').120) 000 01
	
tMIV	 -'`.
	
ZMAX	
-0.
SURFACES IMFI,uhAllun
SURF NU I,LFM 1.T MATFRL PRFSSR 1`111CNS	 IFM CM R IK 61. BNO CV CV IUx INP TP EST FC 240 FC 34D FC 41M FC
1	 1 I6 1	 -r 7 - 0 -0 - u 5 2 l
2	 / -0 0	 -0 ? - -0 - 0 ll 6 V
3	 3 -0 0	 -. J -? C -0 - V 1 5 1
L INE 5	 INI UPMA 1 lilt.
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1
	 -J	 e
b	 -6
-0 1 -0 -' c -0 C -0 0 -0 D 11
1	 -7 17 ?	 1 -C (' - 0 -0 D -(I 4 6 I	 - J 	 11	 l
tl it
-0 -r p - 0
-C 0 -0 0 -0 7 3 l	 -0	 ;	 l
+	 - 7 -0 -C D - 0 -0 0 -0 7 3 1	 -	 -J	 11
-C C -] r) -C 0 -0 0 -0 3 1
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V	 4 - -
.440" 1.0000 -.
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Table A-2. list of output data after successful execution for axisymmetrical model
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A l '+.'./4571 -..996511 M. M2 0.14551" -C.'+A933b ^.
	
t1LNERRIIUM Uf I INAL MtSF1 LUUMDINAIF% TOOK	 b.SO SFLO',DS.
-I1/01	 r	 (
	
64 65 -217C1
	
n	 3 6% hS -)17:2
	 0	 0 66 hl --41112
0	 0 61 60 - ,if 7C2
	 I)	 r 68 69 -611:2	 J	 i 69 70 -117 1	 ?
7	 14 -8,Fr2	 J	 14 11	 -9:1)1
	
7	 ) 11	 2 01 -1?17`2
	 ^	 18	 Is
-11116.	 0	 L	 3% 47 -121)1.1 0 42 47 -131147	 0	 0 ry %). -1417''2
3	 Sh 61 -151 7 1'1
	
D	 0 6) ?1 -161631
	
3	 C	 1	 B	 9	 1-171611
0	 1	 c	 v IC
	
3-1Rlooi
	 n	 0	 3	 11	 11	 4-1916^1
	
1'	 ''I	 11
12	 S -7(16(1
	 0	 1	 5	 1?	 13	 6 -'116'1
	
h	 13	 14	 1 -21!6'1
0	 M	 l5	 le	 9 -231 hi. 1)
	
9	 1 1,	 17	 ;) -241601
	 C	 t0	 l7
IN	 It -251br1
	 0	 r	 11	 1 11	 19 12 -1616 1	 0	 0	 12	 19 .^	 -271(01
	
13 1' 71	 14 -2816:1	 0	 C	 1% 72 23	 16 -111661	 16 13
24	 17 -101b r 1	 0	 r	 11 24	 IN 18 -3116)1
	
9	 ^	 le	 25 16	 19 -3121,61'1
3	 1	 19 26 71 7: -4316 1 1
	 ^	 1 i n 21 18 11 - )41601
	
C	 C 12 29
30 13 -3SIbf1
	 0	 13 3:	 31 24 -3hlh l l	 J	 J 24 31 32 25 -371611
0	 25 31 33 26 -in16 1!11
	 ^	 0 26 1) 34 27 -391601
	 )	 11 27	 14
35 1M -4r1ur1
	
0	 1	 29 3h	 47 10 - 4116 1 1	 0	 9 30	 31	 31	 11 - 4216 1
I	 31	 3H 39 32 -4311'01	 f	 C	 32	 11 4) 33 -4416^t
	
r	 (
	 33 40
41	 14 - 16Slh' I
	
I)
	
34	 41	 42	 IS -4616:1
	 )	 1	 36	 43	 44	 37 -41.6 - .1
0	 C 3/ 4% 4% 38 -4tlIutI
	
r	 IN 45 46 39 -491NCI
	
r	 (	 39 46
41 41 - 5r I . 11	 0	 r	 43 41 48 1.1 - %116^1	 r 41	 46 49 47 - 511661
0	 1	 43 %' %1 44 -531ar1
	 0	 44 %t	 S2 4S -S416r1	 I.	 .	 45 51
51 46 -,S1.,61
	 0	 0 46 53 1,4 %r - Shlh'l	 1	 41 S4 5S 48 -5116"t
G	 1 40 55 Sb 49 ­41631
	
C	 1 5: 5/ SA 51 -5916-1
	 1	 t %1 58
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Table A-2 (contd)
59 51 -bC10C1
	 0	 0 52 59 6r` 53 -6116%	 53 bC 61 54 -6216;.1
0	 C ^4 61 62 55 -631601	 0	 Z 55 52 63 56 -6416:1	 0	 0 57 64
65 SM -651661	 0	 0 58 n5 66 59 -6616.1	 D	 1 54 66 67 bC -671601
J	 i b.. 67 6F b! -631bC1	 C	 61 53 69 62 -691601	 C	 C b2 69
73 63 -7017C2	 C	 1 7, 72 -711732	 C	 l 72 73 -721%2	 C	 1 73 74
-7317 G2
	 C	 1 74 75 -7 1.1702	 0	 1 75 7S -751702	 C	 1	 76 77 -761702
1	 1	 .7 78 -77 , 7:2	 0	 1	 7P 79 -781702	 0	 1	 79	 7-191702	 0	 1
80 at -801701	 0	 1	 81 82 -811772	 0	 1 82 64
NO. U° NODES	 Be N9. OF bC	 C NO. Of cLl1	 91	 ENO
64 65	 i.	 C	 C 65 bb	 0	 66 67	 0	 0	 J 67 b8	 -	 0	 0
68 69	 0	 C	 G 69 70	 C.	 C	 7 14	 0	 0	 0 14 21	 l	 C	 0
21 28	 U	 C	 0 29 45	 D	 0 35 42	 D	 C 42 49 C 	 0
49 56
	 L	 0	 0 56 63	 C	 0	 D 63 73
	 D	 0	 1	 8	 v	 2	 1
9 10	 3	 2	 C 10	 11	 4	 3	 D l l 12	 9	 4	 0 12	 13	 6	 5	 o
13	 14	 7	 6	 C	 P	 15 16	 9	 0 16 17	 l7	 0	 0 17 18 11	 0	 0
18 19 12	 0	 C l9 20 13	 C	 0 20 21 14	 0	 C 15 22 23 16	 0
23 24 17	 0	 C 24 25 1P	 C	 D 25 26 19	 7	 0 26 27 ?C	 0	 0
27 28 21	 G	 C 22 29 3C 23	 0 3C :1 24	 0	 0 31 32 25	 0	 0
32 3. 26	 C	 33 '4 27	 0	 D 34 35 29	 !	 0 29 36 37 3C	 0
37 3B 31	 0	 L 38 39 32	 0	 0 39 40 33	 1	 D 40 41 34	 0	 0
41 42 35	 C	 36 43 44 37	 0 44 45 38	 0	 0 45 46 3S	 0	 0
46 47 40	 L	 0 47 48 41	 0	 C 46 44 42	 0	 0 43 5( 51 44	 0
51 52 45	 0	 0 52 53 46	 0	 D S3 54 47	 0	 U 54 55 48	 0	 0
55 56 49	 0	 C 50 51 SP 51	 0 ,8 54 52	 D	 J 59 6Fi 53	 D	 0
60 61 54	 C	 C 61 62 55	 C	 0 a2 63 56	 D	 C 57 64 65 58	 U
65 66 S9	 (	 0 6b 67 60
	
0	 D 67 59 ..1	 D	 0 68 69 62	 0	 0
69 'C b3	 C	 C 71 72	 J 72 73	 0	 0	 0 73 74	 C	 0	 0
74 75	 0	 C	 0 75 76	 0	 0 Tb 77	 0	 0	 0 77 78	 0	 0	 C
78 79	 C	 C	 0 79	 7	 C	 0	 0 85 B1	 D	 D	 D E1 82	 0	 0	 0
92 64 0	 0 0
	
oENERATION OF ELEME.41 DATA TOuK	 11.20 S°C314DS.
Table A-3. list of input data for the shell cylindrical problem for membrane case
CYLINDIRICAL S4ELL PROBLEM	 114PJT TYPE NO. -3
DATA = CA THKE- OIMtN>IOSAL PROBLEM
NUMBER Ur THREE i•IME.SICIAL SU81'L M AI'.S	 NV3L	 L
NOMB ER [.I IACt5 LK INU ['IM. 3L'6DG4AI',S
	 145JA	 13
i NJM6 ER L-F LINT Ak FAC_`S OR CNc DIM. ELEMEaTS
	
NI IN	 20
w0. JF Sudl:IVISIC:14 IN •HICG, SPECIAL ^DINT LIES
	
to	 1
wUM3ER LF LIVISILN IN THREE UIRfCTIO:4S
	
14x(131	 4
	
14Y1IDI	 4
	
141113)	 3
FACIiA OF wEFINErEhT	 CF	 C.1CACICE 01
COORDINATES OF 5 3ECIAL PJI\T	 KC(ID)	 -'.153"1:E r3
	
YUIIDI	 3.48u:COE 02
	
lit 13)	 -
COUiU(NATFS uF T.E URI51 14	 98(1)	 -C.153000E C3
	
YB(1)	 -d.
	
18(1)
	
-0.
MINIMUM ANL MAXIMUM SOUNDAMr COORDINATES
	
XMIV	
-0.154000E C3
	
XMAX	 :.154:OCE 03
	
YMIN	 -9.1 r 000DE PI
	
A MAX	 :.97C' OOE ,1
	
zMI 14	 -0.154SCCE C3
	
[MAX	 0.154000E 03
VDLJM: INFOR14ATILN
SUBD NO	 KATEP1AL TF • PERATURE 1ST FACE NO 2ND FACE 140 330 FACE NO 4Ti FACE 45 5T4 FACE VU 6TH FACE '+0
1	 -0	 0	 5	 3	 2	 .	 1	 6
2	 -0	 0	 1_"	 P	 7	 9	 S	 11
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S ON KU
• 1	 1
2	 2
3	 3
4	 4
S	 5
h	 6
7	 7
8	 A
9	 9
In	 1.
IL	 11
12	 l2
l3	 I7
Table A-3 (conid)
SUR; ACfS INF(.NMA 11'114
SURF Nn FL0 O11T MAT,RL PRESSR THIfhS TER CH TFR GR MNU CN LV IHx INP TP LST FC 2N0 FC 3RD FC 41H FC
I L -L 0 -C 0 -0 C 1 C 11 2 1	 S
2 2 14 1 L L -U 0 -C -• J l 7 12	 3
3 3 i4 1 I t -0 n -r - C 3 4 It	 6
4 4 14 1 1 I -? 0 -C -. C 5 9 10	 4
5 5 14 1 1 1 -^ C -n - 1 12 l6 11	 l7
6 6 -0 0 -0 0 -0 0 -C -i, [, l7 6 7	 9
7 7 14 1 1 1 -0 C -C -C C. 1 19 13	 29
H It 14 l L 1 -'.+ 0 - G - U 20 9 6	 14
9 9 14 L l l - ^ 0 - L' 4 15 16	 8
IJ 11. 14 l l -7 n -V -( G 13 16 11	 18
it 11 -L 0 -T. 0 1, 19 14 19	 15
12 12 -' 0 -r 0 ) 0 -C -0 -C -0 -0	 -0
13 13 -C C -C 0 -^ 0 -C -0 0 -0 -0 -	 -0
4
i
LINES INVORMAI IVN
LINE NU FLE00 MATERL PRrSSR TEM LH 714 GY TFN 31 S AREA TOR LS POIN Y MOIN L ANG F 	 114D CN NUI
I	 t - -C 0 -C C - -C Cl -C G
2	 2 -C -C ) - n _n
3	 3 -r -0 -C 0 -C i -C C -0 0
6	 e. - _ -U ) -7 C -0 - C - L C
7	 - T - L -C D - 0 - - C -!
tl	 A -^ -. ) -0 0
9	 -9 -^ -v ) -' ^ -C r
l^	 1'' -( '?	 -P 1 -7 0 - ! -0 C -C G
ll	 -I1 -C• 0	 -C 0 - C -^ ' - 0 -0 0
12	 12 0 -C
l3	 l^ -C -f 0 -? 0 -C -v -C 7
14	 -l4 - i. -C U - J -^ - C -0
15	 -1 C
16	 1 6 -C -^ 0 - n - -. -C
17	 11 -C C	 -C 0 -^ 0 -t -•i -
1 R	 t 9 ti -0 - C - J - 0
19	 19 -C -0 J - r -S -. 0 -C )
ZC	 -2r -. -C 0 -C 0 -0
INR FAL[ NO
l	 2	 1 12
l	 3	 l 13
l 12	 2	 6
1	 3 13 6
1	 1	 4 12
.	 9	 5 13
l	 7	 6 13
1	 9 13 11
1 6 4 t2
L	 i 12 6
1	 1	 5 13
1 13	 6
1 13 10 11
1	 9 11 12
1	 1 11	 9 12
I	 1	 9 12 11
I	 f I 
	
12
1 11 10 12
L	 7 11 12
1 12	 7	 6
LOEFFICIENTS Of SURFACE FWATIONS
-0. -C. 1 .) 0 r ` -0. -0. -0. - i. -0.
13409.	 4o- -C. -• - -n. -n. -^ -1.040 0. -1.))))
23409.ICLO -n. - -0. -;. -C. -0. -1.f1CC -C. -l.)))0
,3409. •,000 -G. -^. -0. - -0. - -1 .'CO) -). -l.)))0
34C9..J117 -If.
-
-0. .JibJ
-4H.'000 -o. 1.)U^ -0.
-C• -0. -0. -• -). -0.
c3409...CJC -C. - -0. -C•. -C. -0. -1.;,00;. -0. -1.3373
23409.	 0..^_' -r. - -0.
23409... -C. - -0. -C. -0. -'). -l.	 X00 -J. -1.0)).
23409.,'?
-0. - -0. -C. -0. -0. -L.:000 -U. -t.00))
--)6.
	 car -n. -).
-0. 1.0000 -C. -C.i. -0. -0. -0. -0. -0.
	
3 ON HI, '10 OF U:RLCI IONS RCLAIJ) TO CACH i1THER ANTI
 THC TFLATIUN (.UNSTANTS 	 1
!	 2 l -0.	 t -0.	 -0- r -C.	 -: 0 -0.	 -L-L -c.	 - c 9 -).	 -f-: -..	 -^ 3 -).	
J
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Table A-4. list of output data after successful execution for membrane case
-At-LS	 Uf	 SURFACES	 A.1.	 L114	 S INVCLVEO IN	 THE 1	 I 	 LINL	 INTEGRAIII:N
	
ARE 2 1 3 1 3	 2
LABELS	 C(	 SU41 ACrS
	
A.11
	 LINFS INN OLVE:^
	 IN	 THE 2 TH LINE
	
INTO RAT I I 
	
ARE 3 1 4 2 4	 5
LAPELS
	
Ur	 SIIRF ACES AX LINES INVULVEr . 	IN	 THE 3	 T 	 LINE	 INTFGRA T I LIN
	 AKE 3 2 6 i 6	 1
LABELS
	 uF	 SURIACES	 A..1,	 1.1'oS INVOLVEI	 IV	 TIIF rh	 LINF	 I%TLGRATII,N	 AKE 3 4 6 4 6	 9
. AKE L$ OF	 SURIACTS	 A.0 LINES I:JVULWELL	IN	 Tht 5	 TH LI%F	 INTEGRATION AKE l 5 S ll	 10
LABELS
	
(If	 SUtIACrS A.D
	 LINES INVLLVEn IN THE b	 TH LINE
	
INTEGRATION
	
ARF 8 5 9 6 d	 9
LABELS OF
	 SURIAC`S A`.0 LINES INVOLVFr	 IN THE 7	 rh	 LINE	 I 14TFGRAT1614	 APE 1 5 LQ 7 .3	 11
LABELS OF	 SURFACF5 ANP LIN F S INVI,LVEU	 IN	 THE 0 TH LINE
	
I%TCGRATION
	
ARE 8 9 11 B 14	 15
,ABELS	 U(	 SURFACES A'- (I
	 LINES INVLLVFD IN THE q	 TH	 LINF	 INIEGKATIDN	 ARF 6 9 I1' 9 17	 15
LAdELS
	
OF	 SURIACES
	
A.1,	 LINFS INVOLVE (%
	IN	 I1'F I"	 Trn	 LINE	 1 14 T EGRA T I ON	 ARE 4 5 6 10 9	 17
LABELS OF	 SU 9 F ACT S A.1, LINES INVULVF1 ,	14	 THE I1	 TH	 LINE	 I%TEGPATII,N
	
ARE 1 S 2 11 1	 12
LABELS	 OF	 SU R IACrS	 V-L, LINES INVOLVEI-	 IN	 THE 12 I  LINL	 INTLGKATION ARE 1 5 6 12 7	 17
LABELS OF	 SURFACES A.E, LI%,S INVOLVE 17 IN THE 13 TH LINE	 INTEGRATION
	 ARE 7 l? 11 11 l9	 1B
L48FLS	 Or	 SURIACI'S	 A.0	 LINFS INVULWEG IN THE 14	 1H LINE	 INTFGRATION
	 ARE B 11 7 lr 20	 14
LAO - IS Ur	 SUk1ACES	 A.I1 LI'1FS INVCLVFI ,	IN	 THE 15 1  LINE
	 INTEGRATION ARE 11 7 LO 1'+ i9	 16
LAPELS	 OF	 SURFACES A^.0	 LINFS INVULVED	 IV	 T14F 16 1h LINE
	
INTEGRAT I ON ARE 9 LO it 15 15	 id
LAB E LS Or	 SURFACES A & LINFS INVOLVFD	 1'1	 THE 17	 TH LIVE	 INIT	 GRAIION	 ARE 6 LO 9 17 9	 15
LABELS	 L• F	 SURFACES	 A.1,	 L 	 t1FS INVOLVE r,	IN	 THE lB TH LINF	 INTEGRATIDN ARE 11 10 9 19 15	 15
LABELS UI	 SURFACrS A ID LIDS INVULVErl	IN	 ThF 19 TH LINE
	 INTEGRATION
	
ARE 7 11 8 19 20	 14
LABELS	 OF	 SURFACES ASD LINES INVULVED	 IN THE 20 1 t LINE
	
INTEGRATION ARE B 7 6 20 6	 1
INTEGRATIUN ALuNL. TH1 LIVE SFGMFNTS TOOK
	 49..3 SECJNDS.
DIVISION ALONG THE LINE SEGMENTS rOnK 	 47.97 SECONDS.
GENERA T I..N OF NATURAL CCORUI NATES TOOK	 27b.05 SECONDS.
	
1 -152.995995	 0.	 -D.104241
	
1 -153.000OCC
	 16.^15967	 -O.000257
3	 32.C3C346	 -^.)^0257	 4 -152.99BC35
	 48. 17 DC:CL	 -0.001541
	
5 -141.345661	 0.	 -5h.55R9C3
	 6 -1 1 7.711567	 lb.C•15472 -b2.366b85
	
7 -139.713243
	 32.:.3:349 -62.362417	 A -141.35394;	 48.CC'.1CO3
	 -58.543404
	
9 -lLH.1005)b	 0.	 -108.2:C14hb 1, -1?3.17453:	 16.^15974 -1C8.1999b3
	
11 -118.10,1640	 31.(31351 -1CB.19364 6	 12 -08.191693
	 48.C.000L -LC8.179247
	
13 -SP.,II314
	 0.	 -141.3bb:34	 14 -62.310459	 16.'15971 -L 34. 719619
	
15 -62.336566
	 32-3D351, -139.7-4493	 16 -54.553762	 48.'.:0,;'-C• -141.349J5b
17	 C.'46A^5	 0.	 -152.497:25	 1H	 3.1'49793	 16.1715967 -152.999489
19	 C.C49793
	
32.130346 -152.499984 2- 	 - ?.0 12536	 48. 00:-0 -152.996964
	
21 -141.3565 •.4	 C.	 58.54272)
	
22 -134.719490
	
16."15972
	 f•2.34893.i
	
13 -139,719635	 31.030349	 62.3481-'9 24 -141.355469 	 48.0?0:F1,	 58.5401484
25	 ,0.5C555C	 0.	 -141.335882 26	 62.394121	 16.015972 -139.69931b
27	 62.393792
	 32.^3(349 -139.599463 28	 59.585550
	 48.'0000(- -141.335882
	
2^- -LCr.19516 q	0.	 1(`8.1784)2	 '1( -1,^.8.1 15547	 16.015974 1G8.IIH')47
	
31 -V 4.195554	 32..3:351	 ICP.17A441	 32 -103.194603
	 48.000(,L^C 108.177729
	
33 LGb.2117d,	 0.	 -1;.8.159132	 34	 103.213781:	 16.•'15974 -1CB.16,101
	
35 I MB.213799	 32.:30351 -168.16^7 r)2	 16 109.211785	 48.0:0[.0 -1LH.159132
	
37 -514.55bC4,
	 0.	 141.349415 38 -62.365395	 16.015972 139.712135
	
39 -62.365(78	 31.L3C348 139.712276 4,; -53.557750 	 48.?5CCOC 141.348957
	
41 141.36b999	 U.	 -56.5115H4 42	 134.73215 7
	16.•:15971 -62.310529
	
4; 139.7323'2	 32.C3C348 -62.32020 44 1 4 1.366999	 46.('CO(CO -,8.511584
45	 -.. j1710t,
	 C.	 152.499117 46	 -0.'I P133	 16.015967 152.999'+96
47	 - .?18133	 32.,3:346 152.999796 46	 -O.C171bb	 48.^:COLC 151.999021
49	 5b.526139	 0.	 141.362.57 5.	 6?.3341C3	 16.415971 1 19. 72610 7
51	 62.333715
	 32.C3(734) 139.726254 52
	
58.526139	 48.C•Ci'CL 141.Sb2G57
	
53 1(8.1641-6	 C.	 1C8.2:6163 54 1^3.167381	 16.:15974 1;8.2(7111
	
S5 L.b.1073c1
	 31.'3:351	 1C8.257i12 56	 1 1 3.166166	 48.0:.0:C: 1.8.2C616C
	
57 14i.3423US	 0.	 58.572493 58 139.705429	 16.115972	 62.360419
	
59 139.7, 5574	 32.C3.'3')	 62.38^.'91 6L
	 1 4 1.342365	 4P."Cnr•06	 58.572493
	
61 151.99b!,0
	 0.	 3.132784 62 152.9 g94g 6	 16.1,15967	 C-Mbr1
	
63 152.99944f	 32.:3:.+46	 C.33031'1 64 152.998:13
	
48..,:OLCL
	
C.C32784
	
65 -152 949996	 64.(16764	 ^.:C423 66 -1 5 2.999496	 74.99441u
	 C..QC423
	
67 -152.996.75
	 96.-;+: :b 	-1. ?;11542 68 -139.715899	 64.1.16754 -62.356461
	
69 -L34.71!0 L t
	79.99441'2 -b2.356974 7, -141.353M,4" 	 96.1. CC -50.543404
71	 L'H.1„4d•.7	 64.'1676L -ICR.189691
	
72 -1:8.185C81
	
79.9944C4 -108.169416
	
73 -:"8.1 91643	 96.'•:')C' -1.9.179247 74 -52.340665
	
64.'.167158 -139.723173
	
75 -61.3417 2
	 79.994401 -139.722717 76 • 58.553162
	 16.(?O:CU -141.349056
17	 ^.0.49793	 64.(16764 -152.499489 78
	 :.049793	 79.994410 -152.999989
79	 - r. .1,1253b	 -152.796964 R( -134.719604 	 64.516752
	
62.148677
	
P1 -134.719','B	 7 q . ,);4 3q5
	 62.348732 b2 -141.355:19 	 46.C:0^03	 5b. 5401)56
8,	 62.393434	 64.;,16757 -139.5494() A4
	 62.393979	 79.9944[2 -139.699379
BS	 58.5855,(	 96.9: ;r( -141.335P82 Sh -1 1 3.1959bl
	
64.(16743 1_8.178534
	
87 -1:'A.1 ,45966	 79.944386 1:8.17A514 8R -1".9.193b79 	 96.,';Q'OC, VA .17V69
	
89 !:b.?13708	 b4.L16754 -1:78.1607(2 91
	 1.7 6.213786	 79.9944(2 -1^h.16n7;t
	
91 l ( B.2117d5	 90.1,;^'J1, -1CR.159132 92 -62.366426 	 64.(16713 139.711074
	
93 -61.366533	 7).944373 139.711619 94 -59.556608	 96.::0:u2 141.347885
	
95 139 .712241
	
64. 11,758 -b2.320141 96 134.732218	 r9.g94399 -62.310187
	
97 141.31.6449	 96.1:::'
-	
-58.511584 9P	 -C.011734	 64.616655 152.999996
99	 -C.0 1173-•
	
79.99437C
	 152.499)96 1 .- C	 -C..: 18752	 96.' GCL(•C 152.99698b
L'I	 61.334.o4	 6..:167(9 139 .726119 I'2	 62.314134	 79.494375 139.72610
1,:3
	 5b.5,4957	 96.050)Z^•
	 141.360973 1(4	 13.167439	 64.,16741 1 14.1'7'58
	
105 .'•h.l,•7v14	 79.994387	 108.2.1 7;73 1(b	 1^9.165465	 96.0120:170 1C8.2C5496
	
177 134.765',[4
	 64.:167S4	 62.3811208 tO8 139.7'5496	 79.994399	 61.380269
	
1;9 1 4 1.3411 •+'	 9n.	 5A.572165 110 152.999996 	 64.^16764	 6.:30X:1
111	 151.9994)6	 79.99441'
	
1,.73^„"1 112	 152.998,13	 96.1, Y• 0 L0	 L.632784
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Table A-4 Icontdl
GENE o 611ON OF F 11. AL MI SH CLHIROINATFS TOOK 	 11.7' SCC14DS.
11	 l:'0.	 SL	 51-9.	 92	 91-4.	 132 137- 17.	 172	 171-C.
	
112 212-0.	 252 2S2-C.	 292 193-m .	 332 331-0.	 312 312-0.
	
412 411-G.	 451 451-0.	 492 491-C.	 532 532-L`.	 512 572-'1.
	
612 612-0.	 h71 672-0.
	
702 702-C.	 732 711-0.	 762 762-0.
192	 19.-0.
	
822 822-V.	 152 8	 892 PR2- r .	 912 911-C.
941
	
94, -L.	 '112
	
977-47' .	 I))2 1:02-C.
	
1032 1:'31- C .	 1C b2 LL 61-r.
	
1092 1091-C.	 1122 1122-C.
	
-11401 100	 1	 1	 5	 6	 2 -214M 100	 l	 2	 6	 7	 3 - 314 0 1 1V0	 L
3	 7	 if 	 - 414 ,.'l 1':0	 1	 5	 9	 l0	 5	 -51401 1 r 0	 L	 h	 i r1	 11	 7
	
-614(1 1 C	 1	 7	 11	 12	 H	 -71431 10C	 L	 9 13	 14	 10 -81411 Ir0	 l
10	 14	 15	 11	 -914[1 1S0	 l	 11	 l5	 16	 12 -I014C1 100	 1	 L3	 17	 LR	 14
	
-I114^ 1 1 1 1 N	 1	 14	 18	 19	 15 -1214)1 Ir0	 l	 1)	 19	 10	 16 -L314 l 1e0	 L
	
45 46 5U 49 -1414;1 II 'D
	
1 4h 47 51 53 -1 5 1401 ICO	 l 47 48 52 51
	
-161401 JOE
	 1	 49 5(	 54	 53 -171131 100	 l	 h? 51 55 54 -191401 1170	 1
SL	 S2	 S6 55 -1 1414?1 1L'D	 1	 53	 i4 58 57 -231401 1 1 0	 1	 54 `5 59 58
	
-1114 1 1 C
	
l	 5-6 56 60 S9 -221411 1 1%0	 1	 57 5R 62	 61 -2314.1 I.- 0	 L
	
58 1)9 63 62 -241401 1(0
	
1 59 60 M 63 -2514[1 100
	
L	 1	 2 22 11
	
-1614`1 1''C	 1	 2	 1	 23	 22 - 2714)1 IC;	 l	 3	 4	 24	 23 -2414.1 1.'0	 L
21 1Z
	
3.; 29 -2914?1 100	 1	 12 23	 31 33 -331401 100	 1	 13 24 32 31
	
-3114`1 l(u	 1 29 1-	 3R	 37 -1214 1 1 1"	 L	 30 31	 39 38 -3314(1 1CC	 l
31	 32 4C 39 -3414(•1 1',0	 1	 37	 39 46 45 -3514 M 1 ICO	 l	 39	 39 47 46
	
-3514. • 1 1 1 C	 1	 3'11 	 4r	 49	 4( -371411 1CD	 1	 17	 25	 26	 18 -3814 • I JCG	 1
	
18 26 27 19 -37,4)1 1 0	 1	 l9 17 28 23 -4914`1 ICO	 1	 25 33 34 46
	
-4114(1 1 u	 1 26 34 35 27 -4214)1 1•;D
	
1 27 3S 36 2R -4314.1 1(0	 L
	
33 41 42
	
34 -441451 1Cf)
	
1	 34 42 43 35 -4514(1 1C') 	 1	 35 43 44	 16
	-4h14'I I I C
	 L	 41	 51 62 42 -4714 1 10 n	1	 42 62 h3 43 -4814•.1 100 	 1
	
43 63 64 44 -4 . 114:1 110
	 1	 4	 8 68 65 -501401 100	 1 h5 68 69 66
	
-5114 1 1''0
	
1	 bn b9	 M 67 -521411 L r 0	 L	 R	 12	 71	 68 -5314".1 LiC	 1
68	 71	 12 69 -S414G1 1)U	 I	 69 72	 73 7) -551401 ICO	 1	 12	 16 74	 11
	
-5614)1 11iL
	 1	 11	 74 75	 72 -5714)1 100	 1	 72 75 76	 73 -59141;1 l(0	 1
16 20
	
17	 74 -5914:1 130
	 1	 74 77 78 75 -6^14CI 100	 1	 15	 79 79	 16
	
-6114( •1 1 C	 1	 46 IF 1C:	 52 -b71411 LOr	 1	 98 99 LC2 1:1 -6314 1 1 1 1 0	 l
99 L"C 1'3 I f 	 -6414'1 11.10	 1	 52 191 104	 S6 - 65 14 01 lrn	 1 ICI ,(P 115 1C4
	
-6614.1 L.0	 1 lv? 1 3 1+6 JCS -6714)1 1 1 0	 L	 56 1^4 1'.7	 6 1) -6414'1 1'0	 L
	
11,4 L"5 IL8 1!7 -6914:1 1''0 	 1 L)5 1)6 1 P9 109 -7)1401 LCO	 1	 bn 1 . 7 JIG 64
	
-7114CL 1 1:0	 1 117 1:9 111 112 -7214'•1 ICO	 1 VF1 104 112 111 -731411 L r 0	 1
	
4 h5 ?C 24 -7414(1 100
	
L 65 6h 81 8) -751401 ICG
	
l h6 67 62 81
	
-761417.1 11.0
	 1	 24	 BC	 P.6	 32 -7714)1 I')0	 1	 89	 81	 97	 T16 -/414 . 1 120	 1
81	 42 86 117 -7714;1 1• 10	 1	 32 46 92 41 -891441 1 n0	 1	 86 61 93	 12
	
-HI 1401 1 1.0	 1	 87 88 94 93 -9214)1 IOC
	
L	 40 92 98 48 -8314 1'1 ICO	 1
	
'12 93 99 9A -8414:1 1 110	 l 93 94 V? 99 -851411 1 100	 1 10 2R 83 77
	
- 951401 1'0
	 L	 77 93 94	 79 -8714)1 LOO	 L	 78 64 85	 79 -8914'1 1 1:0	 I
18	 36 6Y 83 -8'114:1 1 •:0	 1	 R3 49 90 84 -9)14 1 ICD	 l 84 9L 91 85
	
-911401 I(C,	1	 36 44 95 89 -9214)1 100
	 l	 89 95 9b 90 -931411 ICC	 l
	
90 96 97 91 -9414'1 1.0	 1 44 64 110 95 -9S14C1 1.0
	 1	 95 110 111 96
	
-961461 1%	 1 96 111 112 97
	
NO. IF LHIOFS 111 NO. uF t5C
	 32 Nn. OF EL T S	 `16	 E31)
GENERATIDN U1 ELEMENT DATA TOOK	 6.S2 SECONDS.
Table A-5. List of input data for cylindrical shell pioblem for membrane and bending case
CYLINDIRICAL	 SHELL PROBLEM	 BENDING
DATA °OR	 THREE OIMENS1ONAL PROBLEM
NUMBER OF	 THREE DIMENSIONAL SUBOOMAINS NVJL 2
NUMBER	 OF	 FACES	 DR	 T1.0 DIM.	 'u8D1MA1R1S NSUR 13
MUMS ER OF	 LINEAR FACES OR	 UNI	 DIM.	 ELEMENTS NI-i1 2-
N0.	 OF	 SUBOIVIS104	 IN	 MIi1Ui SPECIAL	 POINT	 LI F S ID 1
NUMBER	 [IF	 F , IVISIuN	 IN	 THREE	 OIRECIIONS N%(10) 2
NYIIul 2
N21101 2
FACTOR	 UI-	 REFINEMENT CF O.100010E	 01
COURDINATES OF	 SPECIAL	 POINT 90( 13) -0.153007E	 03
YO(IDI 0.480000E 02
ZO( IDI -C.
INPUT TYPE .40.	 2
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Table A-5 lcontdl
CJ0R0I:.A11.S
	
IF	 Ti ' E	 uRl(,14	 X11111 .151?NE C3
Y tit ll -C.
2 H 111 -
MINIMUM ANG MAXIFUM BUUNDA:XY COORDINATES
	
XMIS -0.154000F 03
XMAX ).15404^E 03
YMIN -	 .1'`C^.00C	 01
Y M AX C•97000CE	 02
LMIU -^.154^JLE
	
f!3
LMAX C.154f00E	 03
V3LUM? INFL.RPATII,.N
	
SU80 NU	 MATERIAL TCMPERATURE 1ST FACE NO ZND FACE NO 3RD FACE NO 4TM FACE NO 5TH FACE NO 6TH FACE NO
	
1	 -C	 0	 5	 3	 2	 q,l	 b
-0	 0	 10	 8	 7	 9	 5	 11
SURFACES INFu,(M.AT1UN
SURF NU ELEMNT MATERL PRESSR THICNS TEN CH TEM GR dN0 CN CV IDX INP TP 1ST FC 2ND FC 3RD FC 4TH FC
1 1 -c 0 -C 0 -C C 1 C 0 ll 2 1	 5
2 2 12 l 1 1 -J - -0 0 1 7 12	 3
3 3 a2 1 1 L -c -0 0 3 4 ?	 b
4 4 12 1 1 i -7 C -c -0 0 5 9 1C	 4
5 5 12 1 1 1 - -. -G 0 1? lC 11	 17
6 6 L -0 0 1 7 6 /	 9
7 7 12 1 1 1 - 0 - -0 7 1S 13	 2)
8 M 12 1 1 1 -^ 0 -C -0 0 2: 8 6	 14
9 9 15 16	 9
10 10 12 I 1 1 - 0 -c -0 0 13 1 i7	 18
11 11 -C [ - ) - C L 0 0 18 14 19	 LS
12 12 -i -• 0 - C -.^ -C C -0 -G -	 -
13 13 -i 0 -i -? C -C -C 0 -) -0 -0
LINES INFCMMA;IDN
LINE NO ELt M.4T MATERL PRESSR TEM U
	
TEM GY TEM G2 S ARF4 TOR C, MOIN Y MCIN L AVG FI bND CN NOTINR FACE NO
1 1 -^ -
2 2
3 3 -C -0	 I
4 4
-0
5 -5 -G -C	 I
6 6 -C -
7 -7 -C c -0	 1
0 5 -c -o	 f
lC 1C -0 C -0	 1
11 -ll -0 -G	 I
12 12 -C i -C,
13 13 -0 -c•	 i
14 -14 -G -L
15 -l5 -0 -C
16 16 -0 -!'
17 17
-C -C
L8 18 -C -
19 19 -C C -0
2L• - t" -C -G
-0 C - 0 -0 0 -C 1	 1	 12
-` C c 0 -0 0 -C 0 0 1	 3	 1	 13
-C C - 0 -0 G - 0 1	 1?	 2	 b
-^ C - 0 -0 0 -0 G 0 1	 3	 13	 6
- C -c C -0 0 -C 0 1	 1	 4	 12
- C -C 0 -0 C -C 0 0 1	 8	 6	 13
- 0 - 0 -0 C. -C C 0 1	 7	 6	 13
I	 - 0 -0 C -0 C - G 1	 8	 13	 11
C -0 C -C• 0 1	 5	 9	 12
0 -C 0 -C 1	 4	 12	 6
I	 -0 c -C 0 -0 C -C 0 0 1	 1	 5	 13
-: C -? C -0 G -C D 0 1	 13	 5	 6
I	
-C 0 - 0 -0 0 -0 :• 0 1	 13	 1)	 11
-0 C - C -0 C. -C C 0 1	 q	 11	 12
-'+ 0 - C -0 0 -c. 0 1	 11	 9	 12
-0 0 -C C -0 0 -0 G 1	 9	 12	 11
-
n
-r 0 - L c -0 0 4 1	 5	 1:	 12
-7 c -0 0 -C. c -0 0 0 1	 11	 13	 12
I	 -^ C -0 0 0 -0 J C 1	 7	 11	 12
I	
-G 0 -0 C -- G -c 0 ) 1	 12	 7	 6
S UN NU	 COFFFICIc NTS OF SURFA:E EQUATIONS
I L -c. -1. 1.1OGc
2 .1 23409.G.:: -L•. -0.
3 3 23%09.0(-C; -J. -0.
4 4 t1409.0,L, -0. -0.
5 5 23409.CJCL -C. -C.
6 b -X8.•,0:: -'3.
7 7 23409.0:0: - -0.
8 k 4 3409.'(;, -0. -0.
9 9 23419.	 CL". -C . -0.
1': IC 23409. -0, -0.
12 12 -0.
13 13
-0. 1.CC7C
-0. -C. -C. -0. -C.
-1.'000 -c. -1.0000
-1.:00: -G. -1.flDoo
-C - -0. -C. -1.0.0^C -c.
-0. - -0. - -1.:C: 11 -C. -1.0000
-L.
-0. -1	 co: _0 -I...C'
-C. - -0. -0. -U. -c.
1.000C -C. -0. -C. -G.
-0. -0. -J. -0. -o.
3 uN NO No OF DIPECTIUhS RELATFD TO FACH IITHFR AND THE RLLATIOV CONSTANTS
1	 1 1 -0.
	
2 2--.	 3 3 -0.	 4 4 -0.	 5 5 -0.	 6 6 -C.	 -C-0 -0.	 -0 0 -0.
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Table A-6. List of output data after successful execution for membrane and bending case
1 -I%2.995Y9S	 L.	 -C.004241
	 2 -153.0:•^:DC
	
24.112748
3 -152.498;35	 48.. (I C 91r	
-5.9;1542	 a -1"+.16655	 C.	 -100..213171
5 -I OM. 175476	 24.0'27755 -1(11.199190
	 h -174.1H9716	 46.C1 50NIC -InI.1n1431
7	 C.C46dIS	 0.	 -152.997025	 H	 C.041793	 24.^1274b 
-
152.499989
9	
-1'.011556	 49.LC::'CI' -151.996',64 	 lb -104.193192
	
O.	 1:0.IP^63S
11 -I Od.193742
	 14.327 TSS	 II A.I PC 127	 I7 -IC. 4.19767 I II	 4P.1f % t t	 1111.179913
13	 1 Co. 2134b8	 C.	 -ICA.l471S4	 14	 1DO.21 5 101.	 24.C22755 -1(8.1'+81,79
Is	 I Ott . 2139oN	 4S..0:.n' -1'8.157174	 It.	 -0.117166	 L.	 157.999'77
17	 -0.01H133
	
24.(2774F
	 152.199095	 1 	 -0.(17166	 4P.(,CD000 152.aV11'27
14 1:11.16835;	 1ON.2141N2 1C	 103.169563	 24.022755 113.1.53(3
4
	
ll	 IC8.1683SC
	
4R.,0(::^	 1'8.2:4181
	 27	 152.99h013	 i.,	 .'32784
23	 1S2.4Y99 10( .	24.r2274P	 0.?3A'1r1	 24	 1 4 2.199111	 48. x::0 Cu	 C.(32184
2S -151.9 1199 1+6	 72.'05981	 0. `?C 423 26 -1S7.99 p :35	 96, r .(0
	
-0,001547
27 -I r 6.11 .2281 . 	72.0 C I) 976 -1CB.192.393
	
28 -1O8.1PY716	 96 . 1.1 O, C0 -1(8.1d1431
29	 1..349793	 72.'0;181 -152.199489 30
	 -O.0 121,3(	 96.^(;'+.J -1 1 1. 446'x".
31 -I:*.8.1941 119	 72.(05959 ICR.I8C4T3
	 32 -10d.141H99	 96,rC-1.00 108.179151
33 I C 8.71S7P1	 72.1;5178 -10P.15RP14	 34	 1'4.21 ;4 611	 96.r.G,:'0 -108.157154
35	 -0.021714	 71.?C59L5 152.999 g9h 36
	 -?.C197S1	 96.1;::L0 152.996'1116
37 l( H. 11441:
	 72.(C5953 1( 9 .195247	 38	 1?°.1675P9	 96.'111ro 1C4.201513
39 152.991149,
	 77.('790:	 i .J3f,NCl 4C	 152.498(13
	
46.'	 7 130	 0.032784
GENERAII itt 11F (1,.41	 CLOkUNATFS TJOr	 17.95 S11:0V0S.
11	 11	 11	 12 -t.	 13	 11 - 1.	 14	 14 - 0.	 15	 LS - 0.
16	 to - ^..	 41	 41-C,	 47	 41-(.	 43	 45-0.	 44	 44-0.
45	 4i-C.	 46	 46- 0. 	 71	 71-1..	 71	 72-0.
	
71	 73-0.
74	 74-1.	 71,	 71-C.	 76	 76-".	 1''1	 1.,^1-fl .	 l,2	 1•:c-C.
103	 It §­,.	 1L4	 1'4- .	 125	 1r5-n.	 11`6	 1 ^6 -0.	 131	 131-1'.
132	 l3.'-(.	 133	 133	 134	 114-^.	 131,	 117-C.	 136	 136-(.
161
	 161-C.	 162	 162-C.	 161 161-r.	 164	 164-C.	 165	 161,-C.
166	 166	 141	 IQI -'.	 191	 192-1,	 1113	 1113	 194	 194-(.
195 195	 19b 195
	 211 221-C.	 222 221-:.	 223 d,23- 7
. 724-1.	 215 725-(.	 126 22h- r .	 261 7hl	 262 262-C.
263 2h..-L.
	 764	 lh4-(.	 265 IhS-1:.	 266 2hh-:.	 eA1
	
2Al-'.
2RZ 28,e ­ .	 1B3 2P3 - C.	 2114 184-0.	 285 28 ,3- 1 .	 2Hb 286-(.
3C1	 311-I.	 3(2	 3C1-C.	 3C3 3C1-C.
	
3C4 304-C.
	
31.5 305-C.
3(.6 3 6-1.
	 311
	 371-:.	 327 32"1	 .	 313 323-1:.	 314	 324-0.
325 325-'.	 326 326	 341	 341-0.	 342	 342-(.	 143	 343-0.
344 34.-'.	 345 345	 346 346-C.
	 161 161-0.	 3b7 w-O.
363	 3hD-.	 364	 364-(.	 305 3bN-(.	 166 366-P.	 3111	 181-0.
382 3h.-.	 341 3P3-.'.	 3?4 3?4-4'.	 395 305-f.	 3H6 38h-C.
4L1	 41' 1-	 4L7 4.2-1.	 4C3 4:3-3.	 4^4 4A4-L.	 4L5 4:1-0.
406 4(6-C.
-ILVI 10	 1	 1	 4	 5	 2 -212?1 1':	 1	 2	 5	 6	 3 -31201 I(C	 l
4	 7	 h	 5 -41'101 10'C	 1	 5	 8	 9	 S -51201 100	 l	 16 17 2C	 19
-61? 1 1 i f (	 1	 17	 IA	 21	 2C	 -712:1 Iir	 1	 19	 20	 23	 22	 -81101 11C	 t
2:	 21	 24	 23	 -91201 1',,;	 1	 1	 2	 11	 1C -1:12(1 I 1	 1	 2	 3	 11	 11
-1112'1 I^(	 l	 If'	 11	 17	 l0 -1217C1 1 f :	 1	 11	 12	 lH	 17 -111201 If(	 I
7	 13 14	 P -1412:1 l r O	 1	 P	 14	 15	 1 -11,12 CI 139	 L	 13 21 23	 14
-1612(1 I ( L	 I	 14 13	 24	 15 -171201 110	 l	 3	 6 2? 2S -1R12C1 1(C
	
1
25 27 28 26 -1912CI 1 80	 1	 6	 9 29 17 -2^111'1 1^0	 1 l7 79 Ir, zH
-21121:1 1.._	 l	 18	 35	 37	 21 -221231 1 t ^	 1	 35	 3b	 38	 31 -231201 IUC	 1
71	 17	 1Y 14 -241201 1 10	 1	 37 3H 4C	 II -1512(1 ICO	 1	 3 75 31
	
12
	
-1h II I I 1 1.L	 1	 25	 7b	 32	 31 -2 7 1201 l'(.	 l	 12	 31	 15	 19 -281201 11 	 l
31.	 31	 36 35 -211 2C 1 1 1^	 1	 9 1 S	 '33 71 -371201 100	 l	 20 33	 34	 30
-31IVI 1 1 (	 1	 11, 74	 39	 33 - 32120 1 It '	 1	 33 39 40 34
	
NU. 0' W11PF1
	 40 .1:1. hF NC	 46 N(3. (IF I. 1 IS	 3.'	 ENO
GFNFKAII 1 .N OF FLLHFPT DATA TU11K	 4.28 SELONUS.
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